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A. INTiwDUCT ION 
., 
It is mown that the Kaikoura region is influenced by 
several interesting hydrological phenomena. These include 
the upwelling of cold water in summer over the Conway Trough 
(Garner 9 1961) and the appearance of warm water at the same 
plac e in winter (HoutmaIl v c~ 965) 0 
It is to 1Je expected from such situations that nutrient 
enrichment of surface waters would OCCUI' and that the growth 
and production of the plankton populations would be corres-
pondingly enhanced 0 This expectation ~,8 ;::nib,3+;[-},Jl:tiated 'b;V' 
the fact that the KaikoUY'a region j.s the breecUng and/or 
feeding grounds for large numbers 0;[' sea birds:7 seals v fish 
and other marine mammals (StonehOus8 9 1965)0 
The purpose of this study was to describe an aymu.al 
cycle of zooplankton quantitatively and a pl';.ytoplanl{ton cycle 
by the chlorophyll .§;. content 0 By maldng compariscms wi't;h 
othel' regions it was hoped that the ef',fect of't,lu:,,: lUl0WIl 
hydrological phenomena g occurring at· KajJC()1,l:r'fl,~ OD -the quantity 
of plankton present would oe defh1edJ) as w'ell af'. any obvious 
discrepancies in the chemical composi i:'.i.on of -(;hezooplankton 0 
In parallel with the above work y eome fl;,!,cL:cologic'al fact.ors 
involved with the plankt.on were defined and the relationships 
of selected species to '~he hydrol;)gi.oFJ.~l. si t.ua--c;:ion were inve8t.j,·~ 
gated. 
Previous Wor1\. Relevant to the Ka;iko¥:a. ;Region 
H¥drology 
The Kail~oura region is influenced by two coast,al currents 
one of sUbantarctic and the other of subtr'opical orj .. gin~ 
Canterbur'¥ curren1!, This is formed from the West. Wind Dl"if't 
by the northward movement of subantarctic water' from Banks 
Peninsula extending occasionally as far as Gisborne (Brodie~ 
1 960, Garner l) i 96'0 ) 0 
-9- FIG. 2 
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East Cape~curre:n1 This bOUllds the Canterl:)ury Current on the 
east and is a south~flowing tongue of subtropical water 
(Fleming, '!952; Garner 9 1953; 1954; '1961; Brodie v 1960)0 
The influence of this current varies considerably from year 
to year. For example 9 Garner (1954) showed that the East 
Cape Current extended the length of the ~o1llltry in 19519 
while its inf'luence did not go much :pas·t Cook Strait -the 
following summero 
The form of the bm.mdary between suban"Garctic and sub~ 
tropical 
given by 
study is 
watel" masses in the south~west Paci.fic has been 
Deacon (1937); but 'QlJhar, ie. mOT'€" I'e>:n/ant tC' i~Jh.if3 
the characterisation of 'the -bGunc1ar~r New Zeala:ncL 
waters where it is the confluence 'of' the two above mentioned 
currents in the coastal regionQ 'rhe I"elat.ionship of the 
Subtropical Convergence (tjhe above bOUl1cla~'rY) to New Zealancl 
has been considered by Fleming (1952) and Garner (-I 954) ~ and 
summarised by Garner (1959). Garner' .~ 959) def'i.nes the 8lJ.b~ 
tropical Convergence as following fi apPl"'ox:Lmat.Bly the iso-
th f 1 50C' F b o· ~ ( 0 .. A ' 0, th " . erms 0 1n e ruary and. 'u ) C :.l.n TLgU.S t; an et e ::\,80-
halines of 34'7 to 34° 8%0 with lIttle seasonal iYartationll 
(Fig. 1). However 9 it is noteo. by Garner (,~ 95L}) ·th,e,t ~ be-
cause of the fluctuations in t,he East Gape lJul"re:J.:,tJ~) seasonal, 
81'1d yearly f'luctua tions in tIle 1)06i tion of t.hE': Comrer>gr:m.ce 
are to be expected. 
Garner (1961) described invasions of subtropioal water 
off the Kaikoura coast at two-monthly intervals in 1955 and 
noted two occasions when.the invaslons were particularly 
strong~ These seemed to be connected with pulses of cold 
water appearing in southern Cook Strait as upwelling 
subantarctic water. He also noticed that cold water upwelled 
over the Conway Trough in smumers while Houtman (1965) found 
that warm water rose to the surface in the same place in 
winter. The bottom configuration itself (Fig. 2) is 
probably one of t.he factors !I 1.n conj1lllction with the current 
and wind systems off the east ceast oi' N:eyl/' Z,":3aland$' making 
! .. 
u 
3 
3 
occurrence of these 
species of zooplankton the New Zealand 
been recorded by to these shores~ 
The most important of these was the 11 ...................... NOVAI' which 
out investigations in New Zealand waters during 
winter ot 1911; a large number stations ,yeN) lwpt in 
ty of Three Kings Island$ Other expeditions which 
information relevant to New Zes.lanc1 X'eg:lor.:. yrere; 
the "CH,ALLEJ.\fGER" in 1873-76 the tIDj~Hl\Y in "192.8--29, 
though f'ew plankton reports '!Jeen puJ)lished f'lr'oIn 
expedition. 
No atteIIJ.pt, until , has been made to 
seasonal plankton data" Orawford (1949), BI~ewil1 (1952) 
Cassie (1960) described a phytoplanlcton season in Cook 
otago Harbour; and Hauraki , Wellington Harbour 
Strait respectivelY0 Wear (1965) studiecl an al1rrl1.al 
zooplankton in Wellington Harbour, but this is 
quanti tative seasonal study to be carried out in. 
Cook 
Before the work of (-1951) there was l:L-ttle 8.t tempi;, 
to relate the zooplankton distribution to the 
hydrological conditions ~ew Zealand waters. 
(1933) in his discussion of' the Doliolids appears to have 
been the only author 
that upwelling south 
a "TERRA NOVA'1 report tc recognj.se 
Three Kings Island been 
necessary to explain the facts of distribution. 
As it was intended that the phytoplankton, zooplankton 
and the sea be studied it was lleces ~ in 
order to be handle the data collee 
sampling to one areae For this reason the 
Stationll (Fig. 2) was chosen about five 
, confine the 
npermanent 
s east of the 
Fig. 3: The arrangement or meter wheel 
and snatch block 
I:I;j 
III 
o 
(\) Fig. 4: 'rhe v/inch used during the course 
or this study ~ 
ment were 
Zoology 
at a depth of approximately 200m" 
therefore be confined to this 
pm:poses at: this study 
cially const~"ucted in the 
They are~ 
one ton 
4 
w.i.nch was capable 
and carried 600 metres gal-
vani rope (Fig" 4)" 
A modi:E'i.ed. 
similar to the one used by 
(Fig. 6). 
s J 
This Sample 
, '. \ (1953), (Fig. 7;0 
s~;unpler , 
was to 
ion obtained during this study was collected 
from 
Sampl 
R.. ~ s IlVIRGO U 9 a 38 :C't fishing bOZl.t " 2' 5). 
was begun between 8.30 and ~iOa"m~ on one every 
fortnight and the records wel'6 talcen 
order. The ol"'der in which the samples 
taken is as follows: 
1) The 
sam.e 
were 
were set 
up as 3 and 4, and the 551b we attached 
to the end of the wire rope. 
2) 1'he Olarke-Bumpus sampler (Fig. 5) was then at; tached to 
the wire about two metros above the weight. 1Ul obl 
haul was then taken from about 200 metres with the boat 
approximatel;'l two l{nots. The wire rope was 
wound a speed such that the ha,u1 las ted 10 
sUlruner 15 minutes tn winter. Then four hor 
hauls were wi th 5m:l 22m, 100m and 180m of' 
t Two messengers were used to open 
as re~uired. Thus horizontal hauls were not 
contaminated by animals above the sampling depth. 
) 
1: le 
'" . . ../' lcr 
5 
maximum sampling dep'th was measured by a'ttaching a Kelvin 
Tube, in its holder', 'to 'the wire just below the Clarke-
Bumpus sampler. As each zooplank'toll collection was 
brought to the surface, the n~t was washed from 'the out-, 
side with sea water, and the '.contents of the buclcet washed. 
into a preserving jar containing enough formalin 'to malr.e 
the resulting solu'tion 5% formalin in sea water. A small 
net, 200 meshes to the inch and aperture stze 6'1 microne, ~ 
Was trailed from the Clarke-Burnpus frame during the 
horizontal hauls. The phy'toplankton aJ,1.d zooplanldon 
samples 'thus captured were preserved as a·bove. 
3) Next, the Van Dorn water sampler was attaohed "GO the wi:ee 
rope in the open position. Wi'th this piece of appara'tus 
five-litre water samples wer~ taken a't 0, 10~ 259 50, 759 
125 and 200 metres' depth by sending down a messenger 
when the sampler had r'eached "the required depth. Each 
five-li tre water sample Was stOl""ed in a polythene "bot.tle 
for transport to the laboratory where it was processed 
not more than eight hours after collection. The greatest 
portion of sea water was used for the extraction of plant 
pigments from the phytoplankton contained in j.t, but 300ml 
and 150ml were taken out for salinity and. ni trate detel")-~ 
minations respec'tively. 
l~) Then the bathythermograph was lowered to -140m and l'?'ai.sed. 
while the surface temperature was being recorded by 
thermometer. 
5) A vertical z.Qoplankton haul was then taken with 8Jl1 N70 
net and the sample preserveq as in 2). 
6) The final recording was a Secchi disc reading. 
6 
a) 
sampling day approximately 300ml sea water 
were f'rom O'J 10, 25, 50, 75, 1 200 metres 1 
5) and stored in mediciue bo s. Tr)..6se 
'bot were then stoppered with waxed corks and sealed with 
mor'e wax. At a later date the salinity was determined by the 
method as detailed by Oxner (1920). The room in 
which titration was carried out was kept approximately 
20°0 by a thermostatically controlled heater. 
Modif'ications to the method included the use of' a mag-
and an indicator diluent so;Lution as described 
\J~~~uu and Parsons (1960). A certain amount of 
ItEau de Mer Normale ll was obtained as the standard, 
was necessary to conserve it a substandard ref'erence 
, chlorinity 19 0 15% 0, was collected. I{nudsen's 
a substandard with chlorinity 19 9 3'1 = 
19"45% 0 "Table of' Titrationtf could not Ill-
I':!'tead, m~thod of' McGary (1954) was employed, as may be 
with a reference solution of' natural sea of' any 
chlorinity. 
Two burettes were used, with a Knudsen pipette, the 
COllrse of' work; the first was not automatically zeroing 
and was graduated in O·02ml. for the last 10ml. with a 
above the ions; the second was a Knudsen 
The seven days' determinations were done with the 
1:mrette. the change-over the two burettes were com-
samples of' sea water were 
with Five were then titrated by 
by the Knudsen burette, t 
de Mer Normale rt • The re are 
shown over 1 • 
Table 1 0 
.tU though a high 
space of' time 
longer periods 
within a 
the quoted 
from the prec 
T.lle de termina t 
that the 
:('e8ul ts. 
b) 
7 
Mean of 5 
Titgations 
8 /00 S.D 
tte 34-42 0 0 0065 
34°42 0-0064 
of precision was a short 
one burette this was not sustained over 
values for 
than ±0·033 but 
s (Appendix n); these two 
limits given by 
of salinity by titrat 
s 1 
than. :to· 085 :.er.'om 
are derived 
... ,. ... ,""" ......... and Parsons for 
was concluded 
burettes did not. l3.f'f,'ect the consistency of' 
On each ing day the surface '1IV'a8 re·-
cordeo. with a Centigrade thermometer th 1.0°0 graduations. 
In addition, the subsurface temperature was recorded with a 
450 :et bathythermograph. The tempel"'atures were retul t,o the 
nearest 0-1 oC. 
c) 
ity (at) was calculated from the tables of 
Matthews (1 ) at depths of 0, 10, 25, 50, 75 and 125 metres" 
In consi the values of at, two ts must be taken into 
consideration. (i) The decimal plaoes the temperature 
records are only estimates. 
(ii) The salinity temperat'U.:j:?6 obe:ervations 
were not sirnultaneouslyo 
d) 
sampling day about 150ml. sea water were 
8 
taken 
:page 5) 
't 
0, 25, 50, 75, 1 200 metres' 
and processed not more than eight hours a 
method used ~or determination of 
(see 
collec~ 
te-
nitrogen was that Mullin and Riley as mo 
and Parsons (1960)~ Oalibration of method 
was carr 
at/L 
out on each batch of seven samples using a 30 pg 
nitrate solution. The extinction of the pink 
dye formed was measured with a ilSpectronic 20" colorinteter'-
spectrop~~eter. NitI' nitrogen hereafter 
referred to as nitrate. 
The results for the five days' 
to 15 July 1964 inclusive) are not reliable 
(14 AP1"il 
contamin-
ated acetone was used. Correction £actors were estimated 
:for those five days in h0Jte·that the fig-ures would help 
complete the cycle. 
the Temperature and Salinity Depth (Figs 14 
15) three facts are immediately obvious: 
1) were winter subsurface maxima in both temperature 
salinity. 
2) The water column was almost isohaline in structUl'e between 
November '64 and February '65. 
3) There were larger fluctuations in subsurface isotherms in 
summer than early summer, but not as large as 
winter. 
These facts may be ~urther interpreted under the follow-
headings: 
a) The Influence Subtropical and SUbantarctic Waters 
b) The Influence Ooastal and Oceanic Waters 
c) The Relationships of Summer Sul)surface TemperatUJ:'B 
F'luctuations 
Face 9 
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@--0~ ............ 0 
Fig. 8: SU1"face Temperature at the Ks"ilwura 
"Permanent Station" 
9 
a) 
Garner (1.959) the subtropical convergence as 
[!i,pproxima tely following isotherms 15°0 in February, 100 C 
August and the i 34·8 and 3l.j.07% o respect 
Subtropical water cannot be recognised :from the init s 
.pocorded in this study because of dilution by coastal water 
aJld. mixing with tic water although higher 
dilution elsewhere; for 
was recorded in May at 12 
was found during June and. S 
e, a 
a 
at 
were recognised 
salinity of 34-830 /00 
salinity of 34-870 /00 
SOm. It will be as that the temperatures U",-., ... L1.C"".' S 
mid-temperature s for the Subtropical Convergence are 
indicative of subtropical influence at the "Permanent 
S.tationsH • In . 8 Garner's (1959) winter and sUJnmer limits 
for the general midpoint of the Subtropical Convergence have 
been plotted as the maxima and minima of a sine curve on to 
the actual surface temperatures. Thus it may be seen 
Fig. 8 that from the middle of 1vlay 11964 until October 1:964, 
surface temperatures were below those given for subtropical 
water, except on two occasions: one at the end of June 1i964 
and the other at the end of September 1964, while 
temperatures were above t:h.e limits between Octo'ber 196L!, 
and May '1965. Temperatures below the limits for 
water probably indicated subantarctic influence 
Taking into account the fac't that in winter the water 
was almost homothermal, it is possible to the 
cJl"igin of the whole column. Thus, in • 14 
between July and mid-September, patches of subtropical water 
appeared on 2 16 August t 64 and 1i3 September t 64 at 
various positions in the water column, although 
influence wa.s not recorded in the surface temperatures" 
Once temperature stratification had commenced it became 
more difficult to designate the origin of the wat.er tn the 
vertical Bary (1959a) showed, by constl'uct a sec~ 
10 
t from vVell to Dunedin for Illarch 1951 , that 
water was a 35-60m lying over subantarc-
t water. On s diagram the 14- isotherm 
te boundary between subantarct and subtrop 
o . 
s temperature (14-5 e) corresponded with the 
a 
waters. 
limit 
subtropical waters in March (see Fig. 8). Therefore the 
limits for subtropical watert which range between 
'100e in August 15°0 in February, will be used here, in 
vertical plane, to indicate of subtropical origin. 
varying influence of subtropical and subantarctic waters 
is summarised Fig. 14. 
~he RelationshiEswith Previous Work 
Houtman (1965) recorded upwelling warm water in June 
over the Conway Trough and indicated how it may occur. He 
reoorded water of subtropical'origin in two forms: 
(1) as a tongue at 200m depth, reaching from the Hikur~lgi 
Trench into the Kaikoura Canyon, and 
(11) as "Canyon Water ll which originated from the above 
tongue, was modified by mixing with river discharge 
and flowed out of the Canyon at the , moving 
over deepest part a seaward direction. 
In the present study, during Winter, as warm water influenced 
the surface layers on only two occasions, it very likely 
that subtropical water in form (i) Was recorded. at the 
npermanent Station". There was probably a particularly strong 
flow of subtropical water on the two days 26 June and 26 
September '64 when high surface temperatures were recorded 
(Fig. 14). 
Garner (1961) in 1955 recorded surface incursions 
subtrop water, near the Kaikoura coast, at intervals of 
approximately two months over the wllole year. During the 
present study, maximum subtropical influence \lms no cl. at 
the end of June, September and October I 6L~; January 
'65 (Fig. 8). These 
ed as those recorded by 
fortnightly sanrpling at Ka 
s are not as regularly 
, possibly because of the 
was pointed out by (1964), with evidence 
Garner (1961), that subtrop water appears near the 
Peninsula as temporary intrusions which probably 
occur frequently, but are of short individual tiuratioll, a 1:; 
, the surface. 
b) 
Oceanic and Coastal waters fllildamentally when 
the vertical distribution of salinity is considered. Over 
the continental shelf salinity increases with depth, 
adding to the thermal stability of the water colmfill, while 
in deep water it decreases in general with depth 
BOOm (Fleming, 1948). 
It may be seen in Fig. 15 that character of' the 
column at the !IPermanent Station li was pl'limarily coastal. 
This situation was modified by surface and subsurface in-
vasions high salinity (Fig. 15), warm (Fig. 14) w~ters, 
and by fluctuations in surface dilution by river waters 
(Fig. 15). These modifications produced fluctuating oceanic 
influence into the characteristic coastal waters during 
autumn, winter and early spring; but in summer (10 Fiovelllbel" 
'64 to 24 February '65) the water colmnn was more constantly 
oceanic, although the salinities observed were not high 
enough to indicate water of entirely oceanic 
other characteristics placed the summer water as 
oceanic origin. These were: 
1) The lack 
greatest 
Oo1S% o. 
2) The presence 
strong increase in salinity with 
in salinity between Om 
a nearly homohaline top layer' 
Two 
ing of 
rrho 
2QOm was 
Fig. 9: Ba thythel'>lIlograph 
on 21 December '64 at the 
IIPermanent sta tiol1:' 
Face <12 
c) 
be 
12 
(1961) recorded as being charac st 
stat subtropical oceans. In t 
summer init;:r maxima observed at the IIPeI'manent 
ion1l ap:,::>ear similar to those noted by Sdubbundhit 
Gilmour (1963) in subtropical water the 
coast of' the North Island. 
Only the downward plunge of isothel"'rlls on 7 January 165 
, 
Y'later. 
explained as a surface incursion of' sub-
The other summer isother'm fluctuations will 
here. 
downw'arCl. movement of surface i so on 12 March 
14) is puzzling as there was no sUl"'face 
ture. On that date it appeared almost as 
had replaced bottom waters. This hypo 
borne out to some extent by the o~bserved low 
se 
surface 
s is 
ties 
which 
pro-
rare 
(Fig. 15) and the plankton present at 
d to have surface characteristics, i.e. a 
portion Qtt£on~. and Acartia clalisi 
occurrences of other copepocl species. 
result of upward movement of isotherms was found on 
21 December '64, 24 Januar'y and 4 April '65 • 14). Of 
, the one on the 21 December is the mo note-worthy, 
as a surface thermocline was formed which the temperatul"e 
decreased 40 0 8 metres (Fig. 9). The double trace 
recorded in Fig. 9 has been disregarded as it was probably a 
product of the faulty operation of the bathythermograph. 
does not seem possible that 
ember was the result of horizontal 
the lower isotherms had been ri 
si tua tion on .21 
s. 
towards the surface, 
surface temperature itself hall shown a increase 
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Fig. 10: Mean Density (ot) above 125m at the Kaikoura 
uPermanent StationH 
Seasonal Depth Profile of DENSITY 6 t at the Permanent Station 
~ 40 
S 80 26-5 <: 
Fig. 11: Seasonal Depth Prof'ile of' Density (at) at the 
Kaikoura IIPermanent Station
" 
of 40 0 i11. just over four weelcs (Fig. 1L~). It 18 po 138i bIe 
that an upwelling situation was recorded on this day~ 
similar to that noted by Garner (196"1), in SU11Jlll.er, south of' 
the Kaikoura Peninsula. Th1s is substantiated by the fact 
tha t ni tra te enrichment of the sUI'face layer's t.ook place on 
21 December '64 (Fig. 13). There is no record of cold water 
reaching the supface over the Oonway ~Crollgh at the ·beginning 
of 1965. 
The l"'ises of' bottom isotherms~ as noted on 2L]. JaIl'!.l8.I'Y 
and in April '65 could lJe attl~ibut.Gd 1:;0 U1JvJelling 0.8 
descI'ibed above 01' to the return to an average situation 
afi;:,er, on one hand, a strong invasion of subtr'opical wa ter 
on 7 January, and on the other, a lowering of supface iso-
therms on 12 March, discussed previously (Page 12). 
DEl'1SITY 
The invasions of warm water of high salinit.y in vrint.er 
and the fluctuations in surface and subsurface tempeI'atuI'8s 
in summer had a marked effect on the density (at). The 
invasions on 16 May and 26 June '649 and downward plunges of 
isotherms on 7 January and 12 March '65, are shown on Fig. 
10 as drops in the mean density (at). 
The seasonal changes in stratification are best shown 
by the Seasonal Depth Profile of at (Fig. 11). The water 
column from 1 June to 12 July was almost homogeneous and 
remai.ned so until Octobep 164, except :for sllgh t strat;i.fic~ 
ation because of diluted sur:face waters (Fig. 15). Mixing 
had been tal{ing place over that per.iod, June to Oct,ober, as 
temperature stratification was not observed until October 
i 64 (Fig. 14). Summer density stI"atifi.cation (Fig" "11) 1i'l8.8 
at its greatest on 7 Januapy '650 This corresponded with 
the strong SU1"':LaCe invasion of subtropical water (Fig 0 -!l.+) 0 
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Fig. 12.: Mean Concentration above 200m of Nitl:i 
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Fig. 13: Depth Profile of Nitrite-Nitrate Nitrogen 
(pg at/L) at the KaikouI'a lIPer'nlanent Stationif 
NITRA:l'E 
In Fig. 12 it may be seen that the greatest nitrate 
values were :found in winter; the :first mean amount reliably 
detected was 17°0 pg at/L on 26 June 164. From then until 
29 August '64 there was a rapid decrease to 3'7 pg at/LG 
Following this there was a small increase on 13 and 26 
September, then a decrease to a rniniIllUlll at' 3° 0 }Jog at/L on 
11 October. The mean amount of' nitrate rose slowly :follo'lfl-
ing the minimum until sampling :finished, but the rise was 
not regular. Peaks were reached on 21 December 164, 24 
January and 18 April 165. 
The above-mentioned peak concentrations o:f nitrate 
(Fig. 12) corresponded w;th rises in the nitrate contours 
In (Fig. 13) which resulted/increased nitrate concentrations in 
the upper water layers. This was particularly marked on 
13 and 26 September and 21 December '64. The winter was 
notable :for the rich nitrate concentration; at least 26 0 8 p.g 
at/L was found at 200m on 26 June '64. From spring onwards 
there was less than 1 pg at/L at the sur:face, and down to 
varying depths - a maximum o:f 75m. This meant that the 
nitrate was almost exhausted in the sur:fac,e layers. 
Comparisons with Other Areas 
Two areas have been chosen :for the purpose o:f comparison. 
a) New York Continental Shelf 
A position, over the continental slope o:f:f New York 
(Ketchum, Vaccaro and COI'win, 1958), similar to the position 
o:f the lIPermanent Stationl' , was chosen. Their series o:f 
stations were at approximately the same latitude in the 
northern hemisphere as Kaikoura is in the southern hemisphere. 
Ketchum et al found similar nitrite~nitrate nitrogen 
values :for the :five months they sampled, except in the winter 
months. Concentrations o:f 20 pg at/L were never :fo~md much 
DEPTH PROFILE OF TEMPERATURE at the Permanent 
SAMPliNG iJ,I,VS 
~ Subantarctic. water D Subtropical water 
Fig $ 14: Seas,onal Depth Prol"'ile Tem:perature at the HPermanent Station" 
200m York, whereas such a value VIaE; 
b) 
as 120m at Kaij:-;:ol.1l'a. He!'3 
were never greater than 7 p.g at/I, 
a t/L f'01md in June at Kaikoura.. 
seco11(1 area chosen was Humphrey i s 
o:ff Sydney, 8 0 farther north t,han 
l'eported levels of nitrate nitrogen 
OOm 
wi se f'o"Lmd at Kaikoura, except winter 
were not Q The amount of nitrate at the surface Wt::u:: 
1 p.g at/L all year round off' Sydneyo IS 
values 
is 
nitrite nitrogen, but as the nitrt~e 
than 10% of nitrite plus nitrat~ 
his re s may still be compared with the Kaikoura ones. 
The s that the Sydney Station was 8° farther north 
, that the temperature structure never broke down 
winter~ and that Sydney coastal waters are 
under subtropical influence, account. for the above 
eso 
of the areas compared with Kaikou~~ did 
2 at/L contour appeal" above 30m in summer, Wherleas s 
was so on 2'1 December t 64, 24 January, 24 February, and '12 
March ~ 
At 
tion of 
New York or 
subsurface W8iI'm 
have re 
had almost 
renewal 
ikoura. 
was a higher winter maximufu concentra.-
with the coastal waters off either 
s :fact must be connected with the 
and the mixing that must 
during J'une when the water column 
ty. There appears to have been 
s (as shown by the nitrate) in 
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IIConvergence ll 
, as subtropical 
year round. 
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same 
er were 
Station!! 9 anll iso-
tic vvater; but 
ical water in 
surface. 
6 
winter the more coastal charac~ 
s than it did 
other phenomena, 
Trough in win tel"' 
the same place ( 
ty of the above 
summer. 
an indication of' the 
"Permanent Station" on 
The movements of water 
level of' trate and enr 
occasions: the end 
of warm water over the 
), and up;velling cold 
summer, add to 
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C. THE PHYTOPLANKTON 
There are many methods f'or estimating the concentra<tion 
of' phytoplankters in the sea, including cell counts, cell 
volumes and pigment extraction. Riley, Stommel and Bumpus 
(1949) pointed out the variability of' all these methods. A~s 
only an indication of the ~hytoplankton seasonal cycle was 
required, the pigment extraction method was chosen because 
of its speed and consistency f'rom one sampling day to the 
next. Chlorophyll.§!. is the major chlorophyll in the phyto-
plankton, so chlorophyll . .§:: dat.a alone are Used. 
There is no constant factor that may be used to convert 
the amount of' chlorophyll to biomass, as the amount of organic 
matter a.ssociated with a given amount of chlorophyll varies 
with the species of phytoplankter and its stage of nutrition. 
A conversion factor, 1mg chlorophyll = 54mg carbon, was given 
by Riley et al (1949) but according to Strickland and Parsons 
(1960) this factor may vary be.tweep. 20 and 70. 
Methods 
On each sampling day at the IIPermanent Stationil the 
bulk of' the water, collected in the modified Van Dorn 5 litre 
water sampler, at 0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 125, and 200 metres! 
depth (see Page 4) was used for the extraction of' plant pig-
ments from the pbytoplankton .. The method employed was that 
of' Richards with Thompson .as modified by Strickland and 
Parsons (1960). 
All samples taken bef'ore 16 August '64 were f'iltered 
through an HA Millipol"e f'il ter (pore size O' 45,u) , but as 
these f'ilters tended to clog very quickly a change was made 
to the AA Millipore filter (pore size Oo8p). Small flagell-
ates may have been lost through this latter filter but the 
amount of pigment lost seemed insignificant beside the 
amount of' pigment that was often not extracted. On 12 July 
'64, 
not 
icularly, it was n('lticecl that all p 
from the phytoplankton. On this occas 
18 
examination of' the net plankton showed that a bloom of 
had occurred. Gardiner (1943) has 
spp. were far from completely decoloUl~ by 
This genus was pr'esent to a greater or lesser 
over the whole sampling period. 
attempt to 6:J::tract more oi~ the chlorophyll was 
on 11 October t 64 by grincling the filter plus the phyto-
with carborundum powder after freezing. The 
from a duplicate sample was: 
.. e on 11 October 1.964 
Without grinding 
The consistency of the above result could not 'pe detal·mined. 
s was because replicate samples could not be treated 
simultaneously as there was only one filter holder available. 
Even grinding, complete extraction of the pigments was 
not achieved. 
samples fil tared on or bef'ore 26 Ju,ne '64 W6:r'e 
a dessicator and frozen before the pigments were 
on 3 July i 6L~. . Thus the April and May 1964 samples 
were stored longer th~l the 4 weeks recommended by Humphrey 
(1960).. All other- filtered samples were not stored but treatedJ 
immediately. 
.. 
tion of' the plant pigments dissolved in ace-
on the 11 Spectronic 20" col.ol"'imeter-spectro-
werae taken I">rom 16 August 164 
the resuI ts of this stu~r with 
I1 grossll primar'y production was 
calculated from radiation~' transparency and clllopophyll liat;a 
by their liwthod and using the equation: 
Pd = Rd 0 Cd - 3-7 
wher'e 3' 7 .- Gm ca:L'bO~l assJ.milate,l :oe:r.> llOUl' at light satura""' 
tion :Lop each gm of phytoplo.nlcton chlorophyll. 
Pd ::: daily photosynthesis (gm caI'bon/m3 ) at depth (cl) 
Rd ::: pelative photosynthesis at depth (d) fl'om lpig. 1 
in Rythel" and Yentsch (-1957) fOl~ the alJpr'opriate 
value of' S1..lP:C'ace radiation. Secchi Disc peacUngs 
were used to indicate the rate at which the SLlI>-
face ligll'~ intensity was reduced in the water 
column. 
Cd::: gm chlorophyll/m3 at depth (d)_ 
Radiation figures from Harewood 
a meaSUI'e of supface radiation. 
g cal/cm2/day on 12 July and 17 
Airport (Fig. 1) were used as 
They l"'angcd :['1'0111 49-667 
Nove~ber '64, respectively. 
Daily photosynthesis below a square metI'e of' sea surface 
was then calculated by graphic integration of the values ob-
tained for each depth. 
This method assumes a constant assimilation number 
(photosynthesis / unit chlorophyll at optimal light intensity) 
and a COl1stc,n t anc1 predictable relationship oetween phot;o-
synthesis at optimal light intensity and any othep naturally 
occ-upping light intensity (Menzel and Ryther, 1960) . 
7-
li'rom Fig, '16 (laean amOUll.t of chlol'Ophyll ~ in mg/m.J 
from L~ depths above 50m) it may be S(:1l,:;n that S8.Elpling was 
commenced when the last of the 1964 autulIlll phytoplankton 
growth had occurred. From then until 16 August '64 the lilean 
amount of chlorophyll §;, remained at a minimum~ ranging from 
0·41 Illg/m3 on 1 5 ~TUlle 164 to o· 79mg/m3 on 1 JU:Qe '640 
3 CHLOROPHYLL Cl above m 
as mecm from 4 
7, 
Fig. 16: Seasonal Cycle of Chlorophyll !! mg/lw) 
) at the Kailwura IIPer'manent 
SEASONAL DEPTH PROF1LE of CHLOROPHYLL Cl at the Permanent Station 
o 0-5 
. 17: 
0-5 1 
Depth Profile of Chlorophyll 
"Permanent Station!! 
16 '6L~ the mean amount of chloro~ 
phyll to increase, grarffially at first, but then 
very ut a maximum amount& ~·74m.g/m3, was reached 
on '64. This peak concentration lasted for 
llm"fed by a sharp decrease tooelow l' Omg/rrr3 
on 29 October r 64. A small increase of about 4 weelcs I 
tiOll G be succeeded b;,r a drop to a minimum 
of o· 61+Ii~g/;n3 on 7 January '65. Another slltall peak amount 
01' 1 0 20mg/m3 occurroerl on 24 :?ebrl..lary 165. It is possible 
that s amount was exceeded 'between 24 Janual'y and 2l.j. 
Februal"'y i when no sample was taken. 
The mean amounts of chlorophyll ~ fOlmd on 14 and 30 
Apr (0'89 an:'. 0'46mg/m3 respectively) corresponde<1 approx-
imately to amounts foun~ one year later on 18 April and 
5 May '65 (0-79 ai.ld 0'50mg/m3 l.'espectively). 
~~~~~~;~~~~~~~ __ ~c=_~ § with De~tq 
!llie. 17 sllows the seasonal clepth profile of chlorophyll 
£ at the ttpermanent Station il • In general a concentrat 
greater than 0-5mg/m3 ot: chlorophyll §! was never found below 
BOrn depth, except in the period from 12 July to 29 
'64. On 29 August '64 a concentration as great as 1 0 21mg/m3 
Was found at 125m. This period, from 12 July to October 
'64, corresponded to the whole space of time over which 
spr phytoplankton bloom took place (Fig. 16). 
all1.0Ul1. t of chlorophyll .§; gres. ter than was 
over a l)ex'1o(,t of Cl. t least L~ weeks. This 
wi th a 111aximum concentvat,ion of 4' ""I'J""'''''' 
10m on 13 September '64. 
distribution of chlor'ophy'J,l 
depth to which light penetrates. 
depth of the region of maximum 
depth of the euphotio zone (Table 
to 
2) • 
some 
(1963 ) 
ais 
Face 2'1 
Table 3: Comparison of' the two J\lethods t"or Determining 
Depth of the Euphotic Zone 
Depth f'f.·om I Depth f"I"om DATE Secchi Disc Chlorophyll 
Readings Maxima 
1964 
16'viii 18 45 
13-ix 16 45 
26·ix 19 45 
11 . x 17 45 
29'x 13 45 
7·xi 21 83 
5'xii 27 83 
21'xii 18 25 
-
1965 
7-i 36 45 
24- i 27 83 
24-ii '17 45 
12'111 12 25 
4' iv 4'1 83 
~18. iv 17 83 >-
Sov 9 45 
, 
Depth of" maxinrmn Depth t;o which 
Photosynthesis Photosynthesis 
occurs 
3m 25m 
5~10m 45m 
1 O~,~~Om 83m 
Ji tts (1965) has given data 1.11. vihich the chlorophyll 
maxima corresponded approximately to the productivity maxima 
for· waters off AU,stralia ranging from tropical to Sn1)allt;ari'e·~ 
tic. On this base, the photosynthet,iG maxima of Yent.8(~h are 
eCluated with the chlorophyll maxima at Kaikour'a and the dept,h 
of the euphotic zone is calculated by multiplying the 8800hi 
Disc reading by three (Riley in Strickland~1958) ~ Table~) 
compares the two methods. 
From the ad,jacent figures it mR;)r be seen that '1;h8 
distribution of chlorophyll found at the IlPermanent StationH 
was not a product of the transparency conditions recor"ded 
there by the Secehi Di.sc, except for perhaps 2-1 December' '64 
and 7 JanuaT'Y '65. It appears that more transparent; oc;eanie 
water had moved close to the coast and become overlaid and 
mixed with more turbid coas"Gal water 0 This agr'ees wi tll the 
hydrological dai.;a discussed in the previous sect,ion. 
The spring bloom began in August when vertical mIxing 
was in progress. (See Page 13) Thus t;he depth to which a 
chlorophyll concentration between 0° 5 and 1 0 omg/m3 appear'ed 
from 12 July t,o 29 August '64~ is eXlllainedQ 
Latitud.e and bathymetric depth have a great deal 
influence on the tY'fl8 of annual phytoplankton cycle f'O'lU1CL 
Oolebroolz and Robinson (1960) j from t.heir analysis of' Hard;:r 
Continuous Plankton Recorded samples:Jl distinguiE'lwd seYer'al 
different types of' phytoplanldon and eopepod. annual eycles <) 
C"") 
E 
-en 
E. 
3 
2 
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Fig. 18: 3 Seasonal Cycle ot Chlorophyll ~, ms/m 9 aB weighted 
mean ott Sydney, 1958, and at the Kaikoura "Permanent 
Station", 1964-65 
They showed tl1,a"C the plankton season was of longe:t~ (l'l:.trat,:J,cn~ 
over shallow wEt"!;er and t,lw form of the cycle Was of'Len not, 
of the classical t';Yl!e~ i.eo with pealm in spring and autwfm 
(:Russell and Younge, 19h9). 
Rythel" and Yentsch (1958), in their study of pr'imary 
productivity off' New York recorded that rshallow inshore 
regions less than 50m depth had 8. highel'> yei::u:,ly to tEll 
pl'oductivity than of'1'shore regions greater' than 'lOOm depUJ. 
They also demoI1stI'ated that the peak of producti,on came a 
month earlier at 100-200m than offshore at depths greater 
than -I OOOm • 
As it WaS hoped thaty by comparisons, the effects of 
the complex hydrological situation would show up, areas were 
chosen for comparison with approximately the same depth aJicl 
latitude. 
a) Comp?:!,§..on with 1 DOm Station off Sydne;E 
Humphrey Vs (1960) cycle of chlorophyll.§; as the '~1Teigh tecl 
mean amount at the 100m station of'f Sydney is compared wi.t'h 
the cycle at the Kaikoura "Permanent Station" down to 125m 
in Fig. 18. The weighted mean concentr'ation, X, above <125:m 
was calculated f'rom~ 5°0+120 5C10+20C25+3~~+25 (C,5Q+CLQ)~C 
125 
wher'e CO' 0'10' 025 0 @ • & were chlor'ophyll §; concentol·ations at 
0, 10, 25, 0000 metres respectively. 
Beginning with April at the end of auturOll 9 it may be 
seen that the amount of chlorophyll §:. in the two areas was 
approximately similar until the beginning of August. Then~ 
at the Sydney -lOOm station, there was a rapid increase in 
chlorophyll a whieh reaehed a maximum eoncent;r'ation gl"ea:t,er' 
than 3mg/m3 in lat,e August. There were only three weeks 
when the wej.ghted meaD. amount of chlorophyll ~ was greater' 
than 1 0 25mg/m3 at Sydney. On the 0 ther' hand, at Kai,koul'a, 
the peal;;: of 1 o90mg/m3 was attained much more slowly but 
there was a spac;e of six weeks ~ approximately w over' IT!Thieh 
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.---. GROSS PRIMARY PRODUCTION at the Permanent 
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Fig. 19: Seasonal Cycle of' "Grosstl Primary Production 
(g C!m2!day) of'f' New York and at the Kaikoura "Permanent 
Station" 1964-65 
Table 4: Primary Production (f'rom Ryther and Yentsch, 1958) 
Total. Depth Production 
in Metres gmC!m2/year 
Long Is. Sound 25 380 
Continental Shelf' 25-50 160 
50-1000 135 
1000-2000 100 
North Central >5000 78 Sargasso. Sea 
Kaikoura, N. Z. 200 157 
23 
an amount greater than 1· 25mg/nrJ was found. 
Fl"om September until December ther'e VYaS a consistently 
greater am01.Ult of chlol"ophyll .§:. at Kaikoura than off Sydney. 
At the end of December' there VIas a shOl"t sharp increase in 
chlorophyll ~ at Sydney, On 1.;he last 2 sampling days in 
February and April off Sydney only half as much chlorophyll 
~ was detected as at Kaikoura. 
b) Comparison of "Grosslt .. Prima_r:;z, Production Calculated for 
Various Areas by Ryther and Yentsch with tha·t Calculated 
for Kaikoura 
"GrosslY primary production at the "permanent Station" 
calculated from chlorophyll, radiation and transparency data 
is compared with that of Ryther and Yentsch (1958) who used 
the same method (Fig. 19). The range of primary production 
found at Kaikoura was Oo09-1 o o5gmC/m2/day. These figures 
did not differ appreciably from the values~ given by Ryther 
and Yentsch, of 0-20-0 0 85gmC/m2/day for their inshore 
station and 0° 10-1 o10gmC/m2/day for their' offshore location. 
Even Riley's (1957) values for gross production in the 
Central Sargasso Sea of 0° 09-0 0 89gmc/m2/day have a similar 
range. Although the ranges may be similar, total annual 
production in different regions may be quite dissimilar 
(Table 4). 
The lIgross" annual primary production at the IIPermanent 
Station ll off Kaikoura was a little higher than the average 
value for a comparable position off New York which is at 
approximately the same latitude. 
Discussion 
It is unlikely that the surface light radiation is the 
main controlling factor in the commencement of the spring 
phytoplankton bloom at Kaikom:a. as the lowest mean surface 
radiation of 0·09 g cal/cm2/inin which occurred on -12 July 
was three times larger than the critical value~ 0-03 g call 
2 
cm /min, given l)y Ryther (1963) for plant production. 'rhe 
stabili ty of the wa teI' column must therefore have playec~ an 
important pal·t in Ci.etel'mining the time at; which the phyto-
plankton standing crop began to increase at Kaikoura. 
Al though the peal\:. concentration 01' chlorophyll §. found 
7-
at Sydney was over 1mg/m..J greatel' than the concentratlon 
i'ound at Kailwura, it was sustained 1'01' only half the time. 
'1'he earliep appearance and the magnitude of the spring pig-
ment maximum at Sydney was probably due to the difference :in 
(lepth between the two stations, 
The relationship between the renewal of nutrients at the 
surface (Fig. 13) and the amount of chlorophyll ~ (Fig. 16) 
is not cleap. The grazing of zooplankters influences the 
phytoplankton standing crop (or chlorophyll) greatly. It is 
pro"bable that on 21 December ~ 64 the drop in the amount of 
chlorophyll a (Fig. 16) was produced by the grazing of tremen-
dous numbeps~(4425/m3 at 20m) of 9a+anu~t~. For the 
remainder of the time it .is possible that the absence of 
great concentrations of zooplankton compared with Sydney 
(Fig. 22) could allow a fairly largebiomass of phytoplankton 
to exist throughout most of the summer 9 although this lilarge" 
biomass was not sufficient to deplete the surface nitrate to 
the level found from September to December. The sustained 
nature of the spring chlorophyll ~ peak was most probably 
brought about by the renewal of nitrate at the surface in 
September and the lack of heavy grazing by zooplankters until 
October. 
It is not possible to draw any definite conclusions from 
the present data on factors controlling the phytoplanlcton 
biornass at the Kaikoura "Permanent Station" during the eQupse 
of this study. 
The 
indicated by 
major peak 
defined second 
phytoplankton ? as 
!!. concentration, one 
to mid-October no well 
the stability 01" column 
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It 
played an part in the -the spring 
phytoplankt,on The retention a amount of' 
chlorophyll ~ September to October be accounted 
f'or by the renewal of nutrients and the 
lack of heavy by the zooplankters was an 
increased amount of chlorophyll a from end of January 
onwards at compared with Sydney, but even then the 
nitrate at was never reduced to the level ob-
served from of' S'eptember to of' December. 
The amount chlorophyll ~ and 
duction were comparable with other 
and latitude 
pr-imary pro-
the sallie depth 
The distribution of agrees with 
the hydrological data in that the region was influenced by 
offshore that some vertical was taking 
place through first part of' the increase of' 
phytoplankton. 
Fig. 20: .A Typical Calibration Curve 
Sampler 
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Clarl[e=Bun~(nlS 
course of' this s·tudy two nets were 
These were a Discovery N70 a 
sampler. (See Pa;ges 4 and 5) The N70 was 
day to take aver 
as a source of expendible ~~imals for 
Clarke-Bumpus sampler is well suited 
work as ~itted with ro1 opening-closing 'U~V~~~.4~sm a 
The flow meter was calibrated approximately once 
'months, USll~g a forced flow through the barrel 
was ob 
(rev. )/m3 
about 5% 
s 
the 
amount 
a calibration pit. A calibration curve (Fig. 20) 
by plotting the number of cyclometer revolut 
rev./minute. The calibration error was 
increased slightly before recallbration when 
had become sluggish 6 Each Clarke-Bumpus 
was made at a speed of about 2 blots so that 
would revolve at a rate g~eater than 40 rev./min. 
that the calibration number used was found on 
calibration curve (Fig. 20). The 
that had been filtered durlng a haul was 
by dividing the number of revolutions the 
made by the calibration numbel". 
The this part of the study was to estimate the 
quant zooplank:ton at the IIPermanent Station". As it 
t to separate phytoplanlcton from .zooplankton, a net 
was chosen 
The 
width 1 
was 
th an aperture ze small enough to catch mo 
but large enough not to catch the phytoplank= 
had 72 meshes to the inch and. an aperture 
~Vhen a catch from the Clarke-Bumpus 
with fine net samples (Page 5) it 
net lost a large portion of the 
through its meshes b This loss is not, 
as comparisons will be made with figures 
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1'rom other workeI's who have used nets wi t.h sJ.milaI' aperture 
sizes o 
Sampling 01' the zoop1anldon was beglUl on each sampling 
d.ay between the times of' 8.30 and 10a.mo, except on 21 
December 164 when sampling was cOlWuenced at 3.30p.m. The 
e1'1'ects 0:;':' diurnal vertical migration are ignor'ed 1'01' t,he 
purposes of this study as many planl{tonie animals reach a 
maximum depth in t.heil" migratory cycle on either side of mid~ 
day(Marsha11 and Or!', 1955; Raymont,1963). 
Two types of' haul were made vd th the Clarlce-Bumpus 
sampler, an oblique haul and 1~our horizontal hauls. The time 
available permitted only one of each type of sample to be 
taken. The variation of' a single haul will be discussed in 
the following sections with reference to other worl;:ers, and 
one set. of replicate samples taken during this study. 
Obli..,9.ue Haul 
An obli<1ue haul was taken on each sampling day 1JY letting 
out the net on enough wire, \7hi1e the lJoat. was moving at about 
2 knots, for ',,(;he 551 b weight to talce the llet down to 200m. 
A messenger VlTas sent. down to open the net and the wire hauled 
in at a constant speed t,hat allowed the haul to last -10-'15 
minutes. A record was taken of the nU1!lOel" of' revolutions 
the cyc1ometeI' had mad.e. This nUli10er was divided by the cali--
bration numoer to determine how many cuoic metres had been 
f'iltered. As it was :round that the Tunicate~ P~roso~a, o1'ten 
became wrapped rOUIld the wire, preventing a messenger f'rom 
triggering of'f the opening~closing mechanism of' the Clarke-
BUlnpus sampler 3 a double oblique haul was taken from the 
16 August 9 instead. Tha't is, the net was sent down open 
so that it sampled on the way d01Jl1Il a.s welJ~ as on' the way up. 
The volume f'iltel'ed was between 5 and 12 c110ic metres. 
The ob1i<1ue haul was chosen in preference to the vertical 
haul as Windsor and C1arke (1940) found that the coef'f'icient 
A 
by 
was 
and c) 
a) 
ton 
(5cm 
a single vertieal hal.ll was 
of' a single 
01' 50;:; was fO"Lmd by 
haul samples taken over a 
s study on '14 ApriJ~' ~ 
rrom100m and val"io'Us gr'oups we!"e 
out;lined on :page 30" fr11e 
haul as det;er'rnined by 
Glarke ('19LLO) WEI,2.; 
. -. 
result" 
zooplankton collected dUl"ing an 
a) wet weight or biomass, b) 
matter content of' the 
methods by which these 
below. 
wet weight was determined by 
suction, on to No. L~2 llllhatman 
) while rinsing with 70% 
was used by Hal'l'is and Riley 
were 
s method was chosen as after wetting, 
mo 
on 
weighing six times, a 
was gained. Nal';:ai and Honjo (1 
pump but rolled the plankton on 
excess moisture. This method gave co 
ion ranging from 0 9 3"1 to 2 0 01 % '" The 
s compared i'avourable with 
excess mo 
s 
(1962) used to separate 
preservative was tested. 
with a bottom 
sample was washed 
removed by standing 
a m1nutes, 
ranging 
excess 
use a 
weighing s 
same metllo(i 
this method was 
tioned which 
The 
alcohol 
visibly vapouri 
zooplanlcton 
placed ill a 
balance 
the eruc 
from the 
:found 0 
s ~ while during 
vaI'iat 
favour 
ient of' variation 
filter paper was 
ion until the 
the glass filt.er 
s 
us the damp 1"'11 ter palJ6!' was 
crucible and weighed on a 
By sllbtracth:g 
damp fil t,er' papel" (lwth 
wet weight of the 
o 
5 
was 
VVhen occurred, for example Euphausids 
larger than 1." 
cessed 
The use 
its 
ashing of 
filter 
drying 
b) 
and salps, they were 
VUlatman No. 42 ashless 
sadvantages. The 
e, whereas the hygro 
it difficult to gain 
sample. 
the wet wetght 
its contents was dried in an oven at 95°C. 
the by HaT'I'is and Riley in 
and Nakai (1961). By subtract 
the crue dry weight of' the 
above we zooplankton dry weight W13,S 
results too low as Curl 
sugge 
then 800 e 
denatUre some 
zooplanl{ton 
se some lip 
was 
and 
had 
El was 
Cl 956) 
of 
t.b.e 
d. 
(1962 ) 
higher" 
as 
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c) 
s the crucible were then to con-
stant a muffle furnace at900oC. The 
was found by subtracting the weight of the the 
above weight When the ash weight was subtracted the 
dry weight an estimate of the organic matter of the 
zooplankton was obtained. It is probable that se ( 
matter) s are too large as Curl in Lovegrove (1962) 
states above 450°C would·,volatilise bicarbonates. 
Four 
about 5, 
hauls were taken each 
, 70 and 120 metres I depth (s.ee 
day at 
4) 0 The 
hauls were made at a speed of about 2 knots and number 
volume 
author 
of the cyclometer made were noted. 
filtered was 
Was unable 
5 and 15 cubic metres. 
icate exact conditions hauls 
no attempt was made to determine the variation 
during study. Much of the variation 
stUdies probably a1"08e from apparent strong 
ification the zooplankton. Windsor and (1940) 
one explanation for the 93% variation 
for a s haul:. 
in 
and some 
never 
count 
( 7) • 
some 
px'esent 
study was 
numbers in the main taxonomic groups were counted 
zontal samples. Molluscs, Polychaetes, Ostracods 
other larvae are not recorded as they were 
abm~dante Most of the samples were too large to 
, so the sample divider of Kott (1953) was used 
She found that small in compartment 
no connection with the plankton 
each compartment, 
to lI c l ump li, 
large nurftbers. The sample 
put through the same tests 
was a tendency 
they were 
made for this 
was found to have 
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Fig. 2-1 ~ Seasonal Cycle of Mean Zooplankton Biomass 
weight mg/m3) captured. in oblique hauls fr'om 200m a"'c; 
the Kaikoura lIPermanent station", 1964-65 
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the same characteristics. However, Kott concluded that the 
variations were well wi thi.n the limits of accuI'acy reCluired 
and achieved with the present methods of collecting plankton@ 
A fraction, usually 1/10th, of' t,he sample was cOUl1.ted on a 
Ilerspex tray Bcm by 3cm marked in SCUl sguares. Note was also 
taken of the rarely occurring species. 
Results a 
BIOMASS 
The biomass of zooplanldon in mg/m3 , omitting Salps, 
(Fig. 21) fluctuated greatly during the period of sampling. 
The lowest amount of '10" 3mg/m3 occurred on 2 August '64 and 
the highest amount of 403"1mg/m3 on 2-1 December '64. But 
there was no steady rise and fall. On two occasions, late 
autumn and winter, amounts greater than 100mg/m3 were 
recorded, but it was not until October that the burst of 
zooplankton growth in answer to the August=September phyto-
plankton bloom occurredG In November the amount dropped to 
below somg/m3 , and was rollowed by a rise to a peak concen~ 
tration of 403 0 1mg/m3 which occurred on 21 December '64. 
This zooplankton increase was entirely due to the presence 
of huge numbers of stage V Oalanus tonsus copepodites at Srn 
on S December and at 22m on 21 December 964. On both occa~ 
sions they must have been concentrated in a narrow band as 
on the latter date a biomass of 6200mg/m3 was found at 22m. 
This tremendous biomass of copepods must surely have hampered 
the growth of the phytoplankton population at the surface. 
In January there was a very sharp drop in the amount of zoo-
planldon and it was not until L~ April 16S that an amount 
greater than 100mg/m3 was recorded@ 
7-
Over the whole year a mean amount of 68mg/m.J was recordec.lo 
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Fig. 23: Seasonal Cycle of Zooplankton Dry Weight (mg/m3 ) at 
the Kaikoura "Permanent Station" ~ 1964-·6:5 
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.In:E'luence 01.' SeJ2§Klli Species on t.h~ Biomass. and O~Eldlie 
Matter Content of the Zoo»lankton 
From figuT'GS obtained during this study and those given 
by H.iley and Gorgy (19L~8) it is obvious that different, species 
contain different amounts of 
Ril~ and Gorgx 
Tunicates 
Pteropods 
Euphausids 
Sagittae 
Copepods 
Misc. small crustacea 
Kaikoura 
Salps 
Euphausids 
Calanus tonsus (Copepoda) 
Plankton Mise. 
water'. 
% Drx W~igb,;.~ 
Wet Weight 
1·7 
38 0 6 
'10·7 
13' Lj, 
11 0 3 
9°5 
6 
12 
19 
14 
The dry weight by itself is supposed to be a more 
meaningful meaSUI'e of flbiomassH as it is shown above that 
heavy salps do not represent a great amount of' organic! matter 
in the plankton. This appears to be correct fOl'"' Kaikoura. 
Peaks caused in the wet weight. (Fig. 21) by salps are de-
pressed in the dry weight (Fig. 23), especially on 24 
January '65. Tranter (1962), on the other hand, found that 
salp swarms he recorded represented a high concentration of 
organic matter and were evident as peaks in both wet and dry' 
weights. 
Or'ganic matter is very important when the zooplankton 
is being considered as a source of food. As water' is fm:m.d 
in varying proportions in different species, the seasonal 
cycle or organic matter in the zooplankto11 is best descril)ed 
by expressing it as a percentage 0:[' the dry weight. Fig. 2Lj. 
~ th 'h' h tl %~ ~nic Matter 'd SllOWS e manner 111 W le J le 0 Dry Weigh't Val'1.e· 0 
Winter values were below 80% wIth a minimum of 56r~ while the 
% 
20 Qr.a~ 
\filet Weight 
Face 
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Organi c Matter' :l U Fig. 25: Seasonal CYcle of' % 1ilfet Wefght:- of' Euphaus:Lds at 
the Kaikoura "Permanent StationH , 1964-65 
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TOTAL PLANKTON 
.;. salps in samples 
Fig. 26: Seasonal Cycle of' % 9rW:X;·:l~e~:~ier of' Total 
Plankton at the Kaikoura IIPermanent Stationll , 
1964-65 
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remaining values were above 80%, except. on 24 ~ranuary 165, 
A summer maxlmulTl ai' 96;6 was r8ac11ec1 on t.he 2"1 DeC8mC·er' ! 
These values al'e an indication of the condition put on b;y-
most animals dlu'ing the spring and summer when thf-j food_ 
supply was good. Fat I'esel'ves are the f'orm in whic1'1 most of 
the organic matter is: f"ound (Riley et aI, '1949). Nlarshall 
8.l1d 01"1" (1955) found an increased :fat c:ont,ent in males s 
females and stage V Q,a:lanu.s f'inmar~ copepodi tes in April. 
which flattened out at the end of «Tu,ly. They a,180 1,eported 
a maximum fluctuation in the percentage f'at of 20% in nl,;:des 
and stage V 8.l1d 13% in females. 
Several workers have relatecl organic matter content to 
wet weight. As long as single species or planlcton samples 
of' similar spec ies composition are referr'ed to ~ valid com-
parisons may be made. The latter proviso usually holds 
except on those occasions when swal'ms of' cer't.ain animals are 
encountered. Nakai (1942) determined the fat content of 7 
Copepod and 3 Euphausid species cover"ing latitudes from 
320 22 1 to 420 22 gN in the viCll~ity of Japan. His results 
were interpreted by Riley and Gor'gy (·1 91..j.8) as showing a 
lati tudinal. effect 011 the amount of fat stored by di:E.fer~ent 
crustace8.l1 species although they state that there was no 
overlap of species in the regional gI"OUps. Thus it is poss-
ible that temperatllre does have an ef'f'ect on fat storage, 
In Fig@ 25 there were 3 occasions (in April to May, and 
'6 . ~6) % Qrem,nic !atter June 4~ and January to Aprll 5 when the ° Wet Weig~ 
of' the Euphausids was below 10%. These instances, except 
perhaps 15 June, weI'e also occasions when subtI'opieal water 
was influencing the IIPermanent StationH (Figo 14). Sheard 
in Thompson (-19LJo2) also noted that there appeared -to be an 
incl'ease southwards in t·lle south·-east Austol'alian region in 
oil content of' certain Gopepods and Euphausids species 
(;S;11J2.hausia simil~iB 9 ;Ea l'ecurva and Th~g:£..~£!!£~J . 
On the basis of' the interpre'ta tiOl1 of Riley and Gorg;sr and 
Sheard's observations it appears that on certain occasions 
subtropical water may have Garl"ied l~uphausicls from t.he nOl't;h 
into the vicinity of Kaikoura. 
Riley et a1 (19L~9) usecl the % Or&.aJ;!~2~j~j~ero to define Wet Weight 
zooplanl<;:ton 1'1"0111 dif'f'erent type~~ of envir'Ollment" 'rhey gave 
limits f01" the Sargasso Sea and well~l"ed coasi~al plar.l.kton as 
exb:'emes, vii th slope water plankton betvveen. In Fig. 26 
these lirni ts have been dr'avvn on to the seasonal gl'aph of the 
.' Oro'anic 1v.[a ttel' 
°'6 Q .~--~~ f'OI' the Kalokoura zooplank'ton. Near'ly all 
I Wet Weight 
the Kaikoura figures lie in the intermediate zone between 
the upper limit for Sargasso Sea planl{.ton and the lower 1},1111 t 
for well-fed t,ernperate 11lrater planldon ~ except in DecembeI' 
when the sample contained a large PJ~'oportion of the copepocl 
Calanus tonsus and on 16 May 164 and 24 January ~65 when 
salps occw:'red in the samples. If', as previously pointed 
out (Page 30), the organic mat.ter content values wel"e too 
large it seems lilrely that the percent;age error is small 
because of the agreement with the results of Riley et 13,1 
(1949) . 
CO~\[CLUS IONS 
The average oiomass of 68mg/m3 found at the "Perm<hllE'J.'lt 
Station ll was low when compared with the biomass found at 
inshol"8 stations of some North A,merican war'kers and 'rranter! ,8 
Port Hacking~ Australia J station, but ag:r"eecl with figul:"(j:s 
o-50mg/m3 for subtropical oceanic regions. As the nitrate 
data seem to suggest that the depth oi' the IiPermanent 
Station" was not responsible for the low biomass B iot is pOBS~ 
ible that the disturbed hydrological situation had some 
effect on the animal populations. The chlorophyll.§; data 
support Jehis la tt-er hypothesis as it is pl"o"bable t.hat; the 
phytoplankton concentration could have fed a greater zoo-
~lankton population than was recorded from the begilLning o~ 
1965. 
Some zOvplrulkton species ~ especially salps" co:nt,ain more 
37 
water -than other species and they increase the l}iomass out, 
of' proportion to their organic matter content (Fig, 21)0 
Dry weight measur'ements negate this inconsist.ency at, the 
IIPermanent Stationi! (Fig. 23) as no salp swarms were en~ 
countered. 
At different times of the year the zooplanlr.ton had a 
varying or'ganic matter content. This may have 1)ee11 a result 
of seasonal effects (Fig. 24) or in the case of the 
Euphausids (Fig. 25) a result of the origin of the water 
mass they inhabited 0 
o 01 Qt""ganic Matter The zooplanlcton as characterlsed by /0 - wet Weight-~ 
was typical of slope wa"ter plankton as defined 'by Riley et 
al (1949) except in December '64 and January 165. 
Results b 
ZOOPIJU~KTON NUMBERS 
The I'esul ts from the e:I;mllleration of the zooplankton will 
be presented in two forms: as mean numbers/m3 and as % dis~ 
tribution with depth. The data on the graphs presenting the 
yearly cycle of numlJers have been obtained by meaning the 
numbers/m3 from L~, depths (approxlmately 5, 22, 70 and 120 
metres). The horizontaJo hauls :Cram whicJ1, JGhe numbers of 
animals have lJeen counted have an inherent variability which 
has been discussed previously (Page 30). Thus I>eservat,ions 
must be placed on drawing conclusions that are too detailed 
from these figures. Figures representing % distribution with 
depth are based on infoI'lIlation from the above four depths. 
The sum of concentrations at each of these depths represents 
100%. Distribution outside the sampling range of' depths has 
not been considered. 
Animals from the following groups were identified f'rom 
the publications in bracl{ets: Ctenophora (Benham, "1906, and 
Ralph and Kaberl-oy, '~950); Copepoda (Wilson~ "1932; Rose 9 1933; 
mld Fiches D~ Identi:Cication du Zooplanc-'c;on) 9 JlJTI,phipoda 
(1') 5 
E 
4 depths 
38 
as a mean number 
·z 
Fig. 27: Seasona! Cycle of Ctenophora numbers/mJ (as mean 
from four depths)at the Kaikoura IIPermanent Stati.onll , 
1964-65 
Fig. 28: Distribution of Ctenophora with Depth at the Kaikoura 
"Permanent Station" 1964-65 
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Fig. 33: Seasonal Cycle of' Total Euphausiacea numbers/mJ (as 
mean fr'om four depths) at the Kaikoura 11 Permanen t 
stationfl , 1964-65 
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Fig. 34: Seasonal Cycle of Adult Euphausiacea numbers!m3 (as 
mean from four depths) at the Kailcoura IIPermanent 
Station" 
1965 
TOTAL EUPHAUSIDS 
Fig. Distribution of Total Euphausids with depth at the 
Kaikoura "Permanent Stationli 
e~~S in the Copepoda J "~he total nUlllbsl"S of E1.1phau.8 :Lac:ea 
fluctuated over short periods. The peak concentrations, 
seen in Fig. 33 ~ were entirely due to calytopis ax!.d f'u.rc:ilia 
larvae, 'I'he adult Euphausiacea l'opr'EH3Emted only a small pro~ 
portion of' the total numbers and :peaks in their num-bel's o_id 
not cOl"respond with the peaks in the total numbers (Figo 34). 
The low total Euphausiacea numbe:r"s enco"lll1"tered during ·the 
period :from May to August i 64 may be acccnm:ted :for' when the 
contribution of stages in the life cycle of" N e aust;r:<;l.l~s 
females is considered. Although Sheard (1953) (based on 
aggregated information from latitude 31 ~4<3ClS) found oviger~ 
ous N. australis :females during all months of' the year ex-
cept May and June ~ nauplii were absent f'rom February -GO J1.me. 
He f'ound other larval stages of' N. austr'alis all year round. 
The decrease in adult N.~us"trali~ nwnbers at the end o~ 
December and January and their disappearance from samples j,n 
February, March and April was associated with an almost com-
plete disappearruLce of' shoals of Kahawai, Arri~i~ trutt~~ 
from the beginning of January until the end of March 165. 
AB well as a reduction in nUlllbers of No australis it may be 
seen in Fig. 34 that towards the end of December all adult 
species of' the Euphausiacea were rem~ced in nt~bers LUltil 
April '656 Ks.llawai delJend for a great :part o:f their' diet in 
the KaikolJ.ra region on ~u8t:r:~1:h~, IDE±.~ ~X~§: a.nd 
small :eish amongst 'INhich ar"e Pilchards, S:ardinoJ28 ~:!.-eopil~ 
chardu~, and Sprats, Ma~~ anll.podUl11 (Graham, 1953)0 
These latter small f'ish, in their tUl~n~ depend :Eo:!::" food upon 
smaller plan.ktonic organisms which were redueed in quantity 
during Januar·y:, February and 1\[ar'eh 165 at K,Ltk01':ll~a (Fig ID 21). 
The maximum concentration of all stages of' the 
Euphausj_acea was f'ounc1 between 22 and Jj OOm depth and on all 
but fOUl" occasions they were f'm.ll1d at the surface (Fig" 35) 0 
According to Shearcl (1953) the Euphausiacea$ apar·t :Er'om 'the 
brief periods of' suY'i'ace 8war'ming by neri ~Gic species y aloe 
inhabi tants OJ~ the detri tus=bearing water layer's near the 
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Fig. 36: Seasonal Cycle of Decapoc~ Larvae numbers/m3 (as mean 
from four depths) at the KajJ{Qura HPer'manent Stat.ion if 
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Fig. 37 ~ Distribution of Decapod Larvae with Depth a"t the 
Kaikoura IIPermanent Station ti 
bottom ovel~ the eonti:n.ental shelf). He gives ev:lc1ence that 
the Euphauslacea have thei.I' main c:orH>ellt,I'at~ion below -the 
Copepoda ancl i'eed ext,ensively on Copepocl faecal pellete. a8 
well as on live diatoms, From a comparison of Figs 35 and 
30 it may lJ8 seen that; t.he main eoneentration oi' Euph,ausiaeea 
was below that of' the Copepoda dJLI'ing the COUl'se of -this 
study· at Kailwura, The sWarming habit of' N~, au£~~ral:lti for 
br'eeding pux"poses is well developed and many species of" 
bir'ds al1.d fish depended on this at ICaikoura. 
It has alx'eady been shoVllll. 1:1bove tl1a t the Euphausiaeea 
d.epend on the Copepoda to a lar-ge extent for their food. 
Also, an hypothesis has been put forward that 'the bioHlass of 
the gener'al plalllcton, which is mainly Copepocla ~ was influenc~ 
ad to decrease by the disturbed hydrological situation 
during J-anuary, Feln'uary and March 1650 Thus the aJJsence of' 
ac1u1 t Euphausiacea in general ~ during this same pel'iod.'j 
(Fig. 34) is explained, while in particular, the ner'i tic 
N. australis would have be~n directly effected by the inva-
sion of oceanic water. Juvenile Euphausiacean stages, clid 
not appear to have been effected to the' same exten'i~ (F'ig ~ 33) 
although they were subject to violent f'luctuations in 
mJ1UOerS during Ja,nuary ~ February and March 165, 
Individual species have not been separated for the };mr~ 
poses of this st;udy, except Mun~,~1! sp. which will be (US~ 
cussed later. 
Fig. 36 shows that larval Decapoda rnunber's 'began to 
increase in July with the oloom of Dino:flagallat,es C(~:r)aJ~_:h~hlR 
sp. There wel~e gr'eat £'luctua tiOllS in the rrcuulJCn's ;['Jecol"ded", 
This was IJro'balJly due to the appearane;e and disappearanee oi" 
differ'ent species in the plankton 0 The greatest; conc.ent,ra-
tion was most often :Lolmcl at 2c2m depth (Fig. 3~l). 
The larvae of' all GalatJ:1etclea W8I"8 I'emoved from, "the 
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Fig. 38: Seasonal Cycle of Munida nUTIibel"s/m3 (as mean fr'om 
four depths) at the~Kalikoura "Permanent Station!! 
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Fig.39: Seasonal Cycle of Chaetognatha numbers/m3 (as mean from 
four depths) at the Kaikoura IIPermanent StationH 
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Table 5: Comparison of' Zooplank.ton Communi ti,es 
Kaikoura Zooplankton Community North Atlantic Calanus 
Commillli. ty 
Calanus australis Calanus f'inmarchicus 
Clausocalanus arcuicornis Pseudocalanus 
Clausocalanus sp. 
Metridia lucens Metrid.ia 
Pleuromamma. gracilis 
Euchaeta sp. Euchaeta 
Parathemisto sp. Euthemisto 
EU::Qhausia Lucens T~sanoes8a spp. 
Sagitta serratodentata vaI"o Sagitta serratodentata 
tasmanica (Low nos. in winter) (absent in winter) 
Coastal Additions Possible Coastal Additions 
CentroEages aucklandicus Centro~s:es typicus 
Oithona similis Oithona similis 
I 
Acartia clausi 
Paracalanus :Qarvus 
Fy:ctiEhanes austraJJ..'''?. MeganyctiEhanes 
Pleurobrachia pile}:~~ CtenoEhora 
Sagi tta el::egans. 
( 
1964 
water 
( 
or 
Was 
were 
s 
is somewhat similar to the 
5) the North Atlantic 
of' Copepoda al"e almost 
e: Pseudocalanus of' the 
least two species of 
genera belong the Pseudo~ 
did not play· an 
communi ty although MetrjJ!J.a and 
ely eQual status. 
the "Permanent Station" was not tr'uly all, 
'"vas under the inf'luence of su.b 
or sser ext,ent dUl"'ing the year '1964-65, 
s are seen between the two above 
population at the "Permanent Stat 
to a North Atlantic communi ty 
groups of animals, except the 
Chaetognatha), tended to have 
at the time of the 
is, Au,gust and Septemberc The manner 
was most freQuently distributed with 
13 
agreement vldth the 1'eeding 
deviations from these patteI'ns were not 
connected with aspects of' the 
for example, movements for the se 
s were recorded that are 
as food for pelagic fish and sea birds. 
were 
Euphausiacea, the Deopod ~==c~ ~"_~~~~~ 
the Copepod Calanus 
three were adequately 
designed to capture 
s 
plankton " 
Amongst the Copepoda wel'"'Ei t;wo species which showed how 
11 tt;le relation8hj~p llllmlJers had to biomass. ,Q2J:;1l911a S}} 0 
which were of'ten present in large numbers ~ never' contributed. 
a fraction of' the amount that Qa~~ :1~9A~'i did to the l)i_o"~ 
mass. 
In general t.be cycle oi' mean llUlllbe1"s shouJod have 1)een 
influenced mainly by the biology of' the species concerned". 
but it seemed that "tb.is vms not always so. The ll'tUlibers of 
Copepocla and Euphausiacea in part:icular seemed to be in~ 
fluenced by the hydrological si tuati.on., especially at t;he 
begiYming of 1 965 m 
SggjUg 
gaz,llge 
( 
FIG. 45 
Rbyncbontrellg 
gng.t.l.iDi compound 
briatlea 
E. TIl:§l--pO QR.k.@\fK'~Ol\f _~J:':2,_I1LJ2JQt:~J:O~~ >2JL)VATJ~IL[!~)YtBMJl:N''l>~.J~T ~~IIJ~ 
"PERM.I\NENT S'I',l\,TIOl'f" OFJ:i' KAIKOURA 
~_~~~-~.-~_~ =--~_=~~~-=o-__ , __ ' _~~
a) S;lst;emat:1S~:._<¥lCh . 2.Q£geo~ N9..j;:.~~on.SJteQJ:.~8 o!_.~oo~ 
plankton :found at the If Permanent Station!! and Dis.~£sed 
in Section E-.l!2l 
1 mm is mar'ked on all dl"aWJ.ngs from ]lig 0 45 to Fig. 54. 
Sagitta gazellae Ritter-ZahonY9 1909 Fig. 45 
This Chaetognath is clistingn.i>3hecl fX'om So lyra by the 
expression of the width apart o:f the eyes as a percentage of 
the heacl width; this is always less than 30%. 
fu!gi tta ~ellae was found throughout the y'ear at 
Kaikoura but the greatest numbers were captured during 
summer 0 A f'ew specimens caught; in August and Septeml)el'" i 64 
had more than eleven hooks while not one individual was 
caught at a stage of maturity greater than stage Ill. 
David (1955) has shown that this species is distributed 
over Antarctic and subantar'ctic waters and~ BaI"y (1959) 
grouped it wj. th his Southern SUbantarctic Group of' species 0 
r~::;t~et12: 
~~hone~~ll~ angelin-1 (Kinberg, 1866) Fig. 45 
This Polychaete was captured on '12 July (length 3011ll1l) 
and 5 December (lengths 50 and 70mm). 'rebble ('1960) reported. 
the distI'ibution of' R. anw.iIl;i as being general mmr 'l;;11e 
Atlantic Ocean where its southern limit is probably at; the 
Subtropical Convergence. 'rhe type locality of' this speed,os 
is the China Sea whieh appears to be the loeation nearest to 
New Zealand act which R. ~E¥lge11ni has been recordedo 
This spec:ies was captured in Aprll and IVlay Y 649 ~Tanuary 
and April 165 at Kaikoura. There was some varia'tion in the 
number of' segments maldng up the fif'th paraepod; that 112" 
ther-e were sometimes f'our segments besides the basos 5 not 
the usual five segment,s (Hl11"le;y, 1954). A mlffiber of large 
adul t specimens were caught, off the KaikourR vJ'harf on 2 
February 165. Bar'l1ard (i 930) recorded the occurrence ()Jf 
this species south of' l'l"ew Zealand while Bary (1959b) eoni'1r'med 
the sUbantarctic distribut::Lon of' C G magellan~c:us. 
Cop,eJ2,oda 
Calanus tonsus Brady, 1883 Fig. 46 
This Copepod was recognised as being similar to the 
Calanus tonaus f'igu"red and described by VerVOol"'t (-1957) aI--
though the spines on the 2nd basipods of' the 2nd to 5th 
swimming legs seemed somewhat vaI'iable; a180 9 he did not 
f'igure the recurved spine on the 2nd exopod segment of' the 
2nd swimming legs u The KailcoUI'a specimens appear' similar to 
those described by Bary (1951) as Neecalar:mR tonsns Q He 
recognises this specdes as Q.i!lanu£, 1;Jl'lSUS de8(n~ibed llY Brady 
and recorded by Farran (1929) but he thinl{:s it; should b(~ 
withL~ the genus Neocalmlus on the basis of: 
(i) a recurved spine on the 2nd exopodal segment of'the 
2nd legs, 
(ii) the seta f'ormula of' the 1st maxillipede, 
( -1'; .;) t:tle Tt s~hc)ulde-",!I !'.l 0 dO + J O.Co tl 1 t 
.L.J..oL _..h on" le m,rr,er J~S ,,,,a ~ margln OJ~ ",:le s 
basipod of' the 01 st maxilllpede ~ 
(iv) the structuI"e of' the 1 st foot 9 
(v) and the number and disposition of' the setae on the 
iIl1lel" rami of the 1 st, to 5th feet 0 
Calanus -/;onsus was eaptured in sprj_ng 9 as females and 
stage V copepodi tes, and dUI'ing summer ~ ai3 huge nuulbel"s of 
FIG. 46 
CalanQidE's cgrioatus 
Eucalanus Il2nggba 
[ 
Neocglgous gracilis 
....-----' 
1st leg 
V copepodites almost 
as occurr 
and as being particulaI'ly 
iplanlcton. He also r'ecorded 
south of Australia while 
appreciable nLmillers of 
New Zealand region. Bary (1951) 
mens of this species in Cook. Strait; (luring 
were plentiful to the south of' New 
hauls were made in coastal waters 
as an indicator ot~ coastal 
s disappearance when subantal"'ct 
At the Kailmura lIPermaxlent Station" 
same species coincided with the 
oceanic water. 
There is obviously much mystery about 
was 
s (if indeed it is one) is some 
summer, 
( 1957) 
as 
we 
common 
ion that in near-shore waters it is 
and that this population 
iug factors when compared with 
(Kroyer, 1849) Fig. 
was captured at Kaikoura d~~lllg 
conjunction with Calanus tonsue. 
the geographical distribution of 
a vast part of the tropical and mibtoropical 
and Atlantic Oceans and r'eco:pded its 
~ Bary (1951) found this spec~ 
Strai t in January s1.1d of"f' i;he east; 
) 
J a:n11ary to March 5 but it-NB. s no t taken 
was 
the 
or away from iillIllediately coastal 
dix'ect contrast to the ract that 
Kaikoura station during this 
warm anct of more oceanic 
warm 
53 
Neocalanus ~ilis (Dana, '1849) Fig. 46 
1'his rape species was captured at Kailwura in April anc1 
Jlme. Bary (1951) captured this species between Cook Strait 
and the south-east area of New Zealand where it was urwommon 
but it was not taken south of New Zealand. Vervoort (1957) 
smfiIDarised the geographical distribution of N. gracili~ as 
being over the tropical, subtropical and tempeI'ate zones of 
the Atlantic ~~d lndo-west Pacific. He recorded the captu~e 
of No! gracilis to the south of Tasmania while Farran (1929) 
recorded it from the northern New Zealand region. 
E~calanus elong~t~ (Dana, 1849) Fig. 46 
This species was captured at Kaikoura in April, September, 
October and November '64, January, March and April '65. No 
more than two specimens of this large copepod were talcen at 
anyone time. Bary (1951) captured this oceanic species to 
the south-east of New Zealand, Farran (1929) found ~. elong-
atus at many stations south of New Zealand and Vervoort (-1957) 
recorded this species as originating from intermediate depths 
although Farran captured it at the surface on several occa-
sions. 
Eucalanus 1Qngiceps Matthews, 1925 Fig. 47 
This species was captured in all 
cept May, August and December '64 and 
ly more plentiful than Eo elongat~ .• 
months of the year ex-
May '65; it was general-
Bary (1 959a) used 
E. longice£s under the synonym of E. acus to indicate southern 
sUbantarctic water9 citing as evidence the fact that Farran 
recorded this animal frequently from the south of :New 
Zealand. "V'Vhen:ill" longicep~ was captured during summer at 
Kaikoura it was never at the surface in the warmest water'. 
Vervoort (1957) has summarised the scattered distribution of 
E. 10ngice12s. 
F/G.,,? 
jJ 
Q 5th leg 
,d 
}UV. 
54 
Rhincalanus nasutus Giesbrecht, 1888 Figo 47 
This species was captured on one occasion during June at 
Kailwura. Bary (1951) captured R. nasutus south of New 
Zealand and north-east of Dunedin during March, while Farran 
(1929) reported it from samples taken in the northern New 
Zealand region. Rhincalanus nasutus seems to be common in 
subantarctic waters although it is certainly of subtropical 
origin (Vervoort, 1957). 
MecynocerB:, clausi 10 e" Thompson, 1i888 Fig0 47 
This species was captured only during May, June and 
December '64 at Kaikoura.. Bary ('1951) caught ~si 
occasionally in the area between Stewar'G Island and just 
north of Banks Peninsula, while Farran (1929) recorcled it at 
many stat,ions in the northern New Zealand region and at two 
stations east of New Zealand. ~ocera £lausi has a wide 
range of distri"bu.tion in tI'opical, subtropical and temperate 
waters (VervoOlrt, 1.957). 
Aetideus ~rmatus (Boeck, 1872) Fige 47 
This species was capt-llI'ed in April and September '649 
and January, Febr~~ry and April '65 at Kaikoura. No more 
than a few specimens were taken at one time. Bary ('1951) 
captuI'ec1 A. arma~us.. south of New Zealand in November and of'f' 
Banks Peninsula and Dunedin during March. Aetideus armatus 
is probably a southern species although Farran (1929) recol"'ded 
two specimens in the region north of New Zealand. Vervoort 
(1957) recordeo_ that this species appears to prefer mid-water 
layers as the indi vidu.als he captured south of' Tasmania were 
below 100m depth. The geographical distI'ibution of A. ar'matus, 
is wide but it seldom OCCUI'S in large numbers (Vervoort, ·1957). 
Euaetideus gies·brechti (CI.eve, 190L~) Fig. 48 
One specimen of thj.s species Was captured in April '64 
at Kaikoura" It dif'f'ered from the specimen figured by 
Chiriditls, 
gracilis 
\rI 
rostrum 
Euchlrella sp. 
::n 
Vel"iTOOI't (-1957) as a l"OW of snaIl splllef) Vfc'r'c pI"eseni; at the 
base 01' the seta un the 1 st. b[lsi::~JOJ. 01' t,Ile L,L"th mvllilIlling legE', < 
Ver'ITOOT"t ('1957) SUIl1i!lcU'i8es tho geographical cListribut;ion CJf' 
]~,~~~'p~lTtc1 as the Incto--Paci:t'ic East Paei:t'ic and JI, tlantj,G 
region. He also shows that it usually OCellI'S between 200~350 
metres' depth 9 whereas li'arI'an (1929) captured. it in Buper'l'ic~ 
ial water layers to the nOI'th of the :New' ZeEllancl regIon W]:WI'G 
:1 t yras pr'Q-~)al)ly carried by upwelling viTater. 
Specimens 1iirerO captured cl'uping October' i 6L/. an(1 April i 65 
'which were provisionally iclel1.'ti:fieu. as Ao lilultis81'llr'ata; the 
-buL)QUG shape of the genital segment, vie-w'cd dorsally ~ di1'£'er8 
from Rose's (1933) figure and the posterior corners of the 
5th thoracic segment pass the middle of' "the genital segment.. 
Rose recorded the distribution o:f' this species as being the 
Atlantic and the Mal<3.-Y Archipelago 0 This present. reoOI'd may 
be the first of this species in the New Zealand region. 
This species was captured once at the lx~giru1:Lng o:E ~i\me 
'64 at Kailcourao Flar'ran (1929) noted this speGics from the 
north of the New Zealand region while Ve.rvoort (1957) re~ 
cor'ded one specimen captur'ed south of Tasmanj,a. Vervoort 
(1957) summarised the distribution of ~ gracilis as being 
the Indo~west Pacific and Atlantic regions where it is found 
sparingly. 
This species was disti,nguishecl 1"'rorn ~~,:~E_lqJll>~.c and 
E. oriE}p.tal~'2., IIvhich also have the same number of spines on 
the 'I st l'lasipod of' the 4 th swili1mj~ng legs, by the number o:f 
setae on the two 101)es of "[;.he terminal enclopoc1 segment of the 
2nd antenna; £uchil'ell~ ,venusta 1)ea:es 5 and 4 ::mtae on each 
lobe respectively (Sewell ~ '1929). The lu"osome oj: the 
Kailwura specimens differ's from Ve1"V001't is (1952) f'iguI"e EH3 
FIG.49 
EuchlreUa tostrgtg 
Pbg«nml SQinjfelll 
Euchq.tg I.lU.a.bst 
21 
borders 01' the 2nd urosome 
spines (Fig" 49) 0 'l'his 
on one occasion in JanuaJ}~r ' 
(1929) recorcled eleven spec 
of' t~he New Zealand region 
scribed this speci.es as being 
(Claus, 1866) Fig. 49 
ies was captured ttaring December i 
Kai.lwura. The length of' the :female 
was 3° 7mm; this is slightly lligger thru"1. 
3 0 4mm recorded by Farran (1929)0 
(5' 'j mm) 
on 
on 
~~~~~~ many times from the north of' New re-
( 19 
but 
It 
Vervoort (1 957) f'ound it smlt,h of' Tasmania 
scribed as a species with a wide area 
extends over the tropical, subtropical 
of' the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian 
Fig" 48 
males of' the genus Euchirella Wel"e d 
764. They were 2 0 7mm in length" 
(LUbbock, 1856) Figo 49 
was captured during January '65 8tt Kai,kours'., 
round by Bary (1951) in Cook Strait 
WaS noted by Farran (1929) as numerous 
the New Zealand l"egion and 
south of' Tasmania. Vervoort (-1957) 
geographical distr.ilmtion which is in 
east Pacif'ic and the Atlantic 
U e J?lJ!m~C! is f'o"lmd mainly in 
waters (Vel~voort~ 1957) but may be 
( , '1929) e 
Elarran 
Vervoort (1 
trates 
Kaikoura. 
One 
Kaikoura 
uals of' 
recorded 
and Atlant 
Kaikoura 
corded 
Vervoort 
and deeper 
south 
tion of 
* Bary 
from 
was captureo_ in June t 64 
this species south of I'Jew 
) noted its capture south of 
of subantarcttc origin, 
water masses and 
S1lr= 
of the polar circle (Vervoort, 19 ). 
genus were captured in 
Claus, 1863 Fig~ 49 
specimen of this species was 
Y65. Farran (1929) recorded 
off the north of New 
as occurrtng in the Fao 
and also in the Mediterranean. 
Boeck, 1864 Fig. 50 
es 'vifas captured in all months 
* February and March '650 
of New Zealand from 
( 1933) 
) 1"e-
occurred exclusively in 
B.A.N.Z.A.R.E. stations, particularly 
Vervoort (1957) stated that the 
almost world-wide. 
to be a moderately common 
the south of' New Zealand. 
(Lubbock~ 1856) Fig. 50 
was capturecl at Kaikoura during $ 
'64 and January v65. No males were 
Previous the New Zealand region are to 
in Bary (1951) who captured ~abdomin~ east 
FIG. 50 
Pleuromarnma !!PhI as 
• 
pjeyromgmmg 
abc!omingUs 
Pleyromammg g!9£ill! 
during 
to occur 
Vervoori; (19 
Sewell ("! 932) 
At.lantic Oceanso 
(-1929) who noted this f:,EUnG 
north of :New Zealand and 
fI'om soui;;h of 
as having an 
cove~("ing the Pacif'ic 9 Indiru:l 
(1957) ed t.hai:; no 
has ever been 600s G ,;p~!~0!lli!.nuna ~-;..= . ;::.:;::.;;:~,,=,:~';,;; 
was eaptured once 
at Kaikoul"'a a t a 
Bewell's (1932) op 
at depths although 
:haul on 2)-1--
s fact agrees with 
Pleuromamma 
One male specimen of 
1 65 at Kaikoura. Farran 
from the north of the New 
numbers at the sl~face at 
~~~~~~~ was present south of 
, 1889) 
that it has a distribution which covers 
and temperate deep water regions 
and Indian Oeeans. 
There were only two months when 
; July 1 64 al'ld February 1 65. 
tely ~~acili8 although Farran 
, 1929 had the same range as 
the New Zealand region; Vervoort 
but made no reference 
=-=~~~~~ ==== was taken by Bary 
occurs f'requently 
usually 
surt'aee, 
o 50 
captured in January 
spec occasionally 
ana. once in large 
(19 ) noted that 
and also rec'H:ded 
~ subtropical 
~ Pacific: 
were 
ffild was common New 
Campbell Islands (Farra.:n 9 1 
CentrOQQ9.!! b.msjyl 
:,;l"nd 
appear 
SiJeuer 
form as 
was 
from 
(1929 ) 
who 
"~~~~= was captured 
,JEcn,uary i 65 ~ 'Ilhe 
ily haired ~_~;~,~~~~ 
Vervoort (1957) recorded 
as 45° 10'S in the 
c: at depths greater" 
B .I:1"Z.A.R.E. data as showing 
of subantarc"tic rather 
(1929) also recorded 
of' this spec: 
Wheeler, 1900 0 51 
s s was captured at 
1640 Centropage~ bra~yi was 
Zealand region by Bary (1 
stewart Island and 
in Cook Strait 
north of the New Zealand 
specimens south of 
disb"j"but,ed over the 
Pacific and the 
(Claus ,1863) 
was capturecl at 
o 
January 165 ~ II'ar'r'an Cl ) 
=.;;.-=.==~~~;;;.;;;;.;=-"'::,;:;;;, previously as c.:ommon 
region. 
(G:te 
specimens of 
,J,3,l1Ual"Y 1 650 Farran ('I 
_c,--...;;;~..";:",.;;;;.!;;.;;==;::c,, well to the south 
the 
) 
Zealand. 
, May and 
reeorded 
c~aptured it 
-by Farran. 
by Vervo~n:'t 
June Bond 
north 
at 
Vex"voort 
thoraciC limb 
1St 
tfY'llphqnes 
QU'itrglis 
occurrence 
summa,r:i s 
so the Medi terrane8J:l Re 
and tenrper'[J,te 100a1i ties the 
el" form. 
was captUl"ed at Kaikour"a during 
j Novembel" and December ~ 64 
:=::::.~~~~ -,;;=;;;.:::::.:::..,;;;:;::.::::, has been IH'eviousl:y 
east of' Hew Zealand 
Peninsula~ by Farran (1929) who 
specimens in collections taken 
and by Vervoort (1957) who 
s 
south of Tasmania& This spec lS 
most a normal inhabitant of the upper 
(Vervoort~ 1957). 
Kramex', 1895 Fig 0 52 
S was captul"ed at Kaikoura during 
, OctolJer and December ? 64 
was captured previously 
"by Bary (1951) in Cook and 
to be subtropical in 1 ts main area 
(1929) who recorded it from 
region always close to the 
, an(l by Dal-l:in anel Colefax (1940) vtl'ho 
Clau8, 1863 Fig. 
was found in Apl?il ~ 
and Dcecmber 
KaikoUl"a. 
by Vervoort (1957) south 
~=:::.:,;::::.,;::;.::::; was by both author's s 
mediterranea 
E!JP.hClusia 
lucens 
~hClusia 
vgllentini 
species but was 
colleet 
tropical and 
Indian Oceans 
This 
August, 
165 
off the 
from the north 
(1953) frorr/the 
of 
in 
This 
dUl-ing 
August 1961 
Previously 
; i 957) " 
in the Ka 
is 
vlfas captured at Kailwura in 
December !64, January 
=~~== has lJeen captured in 
it was recorded by 
of the South Island, by 
New Zealand and by Sars (1885) and 
of Australia~ The 
southern subtropical 
(Sheard!1 1953). 
,1883 Figo 53 also var. 
es and its variety was captured 
and December '64 
=.::.--=:;s:,,;;;;i;.;;;;milis val"'" armlli weI"e 
off the Kailwura 
identified by the late IVI:!::" K. 
(1924) recorded the occurI"ence 
from the north of New 
all oceans; 
arc while E" simiJ,is var. 
and sUbantarctic 
'19 ) • Southern Hemispher'G 
to the Subtropical 
ovc;:rl 
s 
19- "i) ~ , :X;.l ,; 
that is 
the 
occurs in the south zone and 
subantarctio zone. 
,1905 Fig () 53 
rr'his at Kaikoura during 
August, September", ancl Decembel" Y 64, 
February, March, May f 65. Previously =..,;:.~.,;;c;;,,;:;,.;;;.;;;,,,;.;;:~ 
was captured by (1924) to the south 
ZeaJ_and and by (1956) of'f' the whole of' the 
of' the South 
Eo lucens to 
(1953) noted the 
of' the Subtropical 
the Southern 
subantarctic zone 
Oceans. It extends further 
the subtropical zone. The 
;;;;;.:;.~-=~.:;;;,;;;;;;= was emphasised by the distribution 
(1959a) as 
subantarctic 
species chru."'acterised his 
Eu:phausia Stabbing, 1900 Fig~ 
This spec was captured during June and 
Previously ) recorded the occurrence 
to the New Zealand and Tattersall 
the occurrenee of' this species in the subantarct 
the south of' New Zealand. The distri-bution of' 
is restricted southern sUbantarctic zone ( 
Nematoscelis 
This 
and December f 
ap:peared to 
were long 
of' the 2nd 
at Kaikoul""a 
Male 
August 1961 
to have 
with that 
Sars, 1883 Fig" 53 
was captured in May 3 J\me, 
and March '65 at Kaikoura. All 
to tlie dif'f'icilis/ill~a±olLs. 
on both the ultimate and penult 
limb. No adult male spec 
the course of' the study. 
specimens captured 
as 
lobe of' the 1st pleopod 
No megalops by ~&U~kUy~~ 
This throws some doubt on SheardYs X'ecord 
occurr' in Southern Hemispher'e. 
? 6Llo. 
, 1 ) . 
9 November 
imens 
as there 
segments 
were caught 
10al 
53). 
S o:C lip~ ,dJff'ic)lis and =~_";;:;;'~:,~=::::.::::dr;;;.,;:;::. C.l not; 
f S records f'rom Australj,a 
pro'bable that 
( 1 956 ) caught s imilax' 
the east coast ot: the South Island of' Hew 
(1962 ) 
ition as 
into 
April I 
coast 
(1948 ) 
who 
may 
if'ied as No megalop~o 
is subtropical 
(Sheard~ 1953) 
that it was captured by the 
as 540 21 's south-east of' New 
Sal'S, 1883 Figo 52 
was captured during May~ 
'64, January, April ruld May I 
~~=~.~~~ gregari~ was recorded 
by Bary (1956) who captured 
coast of the South Island summer 
(1924) who noted its occurrence 
gregari~ occurs in the 
hemispheres although it may 
sUbant;arctic region (Sheard, '1 
(Apstein, 1894) E1ig" 54 
was captured during April 
was recorded by Bary (1959~ 
New Zealand from Dunedin to Kaikol~a 
a 
May Y 
south~east Australian regiono Thompson (1948)~ 
occurring in Australian 
f'I'om 1~1<>6 to 25°0, cons 
nOl.'thern extension of colder 
obviously indicative of' warm water" 
r'cgioll 0 The d.istribution of 
as southern Slibtropica10 
it an 
e 
fy'rosoma aUanticum ? 
[ 
aggregate 
form 
(damaged) 
SIDR9 
oggregot,e form 
I 
is 
(Forskal, 1775) FigD 54 
s was captured on only one occasion ( 
Previous records of ~......,.;:;=;:;.:::;...:::;.::;..;:,;:...::;.;=;;;;,;. 
(195913.) who caught it 
Dunedin to Cook Strait duI" 
(1948) who noted it to -be common 
of' Aust:r'alia G Thompsoll consider'ed 
summer, 
~....-:;;;;,;;;.;;;;;;;;:;...;::.;;;;...;~::;;,.;;;.= 
species tolerant of' colder 
(195913.) used this species to indicate 
to the east or New Zealand. 
distributed in all tropical and 
specimens were found within the temperature 
11-5 to 25-6°C. 
Foxton, 1961 Fig0 
s species was found at the rtpermanent Station" during 
1 65. SalEa thoITlEsoni was described by (1961) 
as being found only south of the Subtropical Convergence. 
(1960) noted a species of Salp~ which he 
~~~~~~ fu as-~r~~. He plotted s occurrence on a salin-
emperature diagram and found that 
distribution with greatest concentrat 
south~east of New Zealand~ although 
as f'ar nOl"'th as Cook S'trai t • Undoubtedly 
SD thom~~oni. This cannot be Vel" 
as the aggregate form was drmm wi th the IV 
the 
his 
V muscles 
not contact~ a characteristic of ==~~= _C~~~== 
(Peron, 1804) Fig Q 54 
This species was captured at KailwUl-'a 
,md September ? 64 and Apr' 
of' the • was not verified, 
to be as the only 0 
Zealand by Bary (1 960) was 
specimen from the vicinity 
Apr 
ty 
it was most likely 
recorded off 
by a 
Bary (1960) 
ment 
a) 
b) 
c) 
a) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(i ) 
( ) 
nrullbel"s off' Dunedin dtu'ing March -19 
=:..::=.;:;=_::::=-:::~:-:::c:: '~vas taken commonly of':f' 
Sydney to the south of' the Tasmanian 
44 Os (Thompson, 19L~8) 0 
shown in Section B that seYeI"al types 
Kaikoura !IPermanent Stationl1 dUl"'illg 
These were coastal and oceanic 
and subt,ropical water, and subsurface water. 
and envJ.I"onmental limits of many zoo-
spec s have been wholely or partly described 
s, captured at the "Permanent Station!!, Which had 
ibed distributions showing their possible use-
ca torsl!!j were dealt with in section a). 
the intention is to show that the move~ 
the above water masses may have been indicated by 
animals. This will be done under the 
Oceanic and Coastal Water 
Subtropical and SUbantarctic Water 
ical Water Movements 
s l)Ertween the oceanic and coastal water 
populat, will be considered under four head~ 
day), 
e 
Present (on any 
Occurrence of ~s topsus and 
Subtropical Convergence Region Spec 
66 
Table 6: ta gazellae and 
s than 150rn Depth 
inity.Greater 
than 3L!"' 56%0 
above 150m 
1964 
14 x 
3D x 
'16 May x 
x x 
v- X .n. 
12 July 
2 x 
16 
26 x x 
11 Oct. 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
1965 
7 x x 
24 x x 
24 Fe00 x x 
x 
Table 7 
OC3ANIC SPECIES 
C :'ll~·mua tonsus 
~{(~O.!':;J.l.G:m~ ~l'uc11is 
El}C::·J:D!~.~l~ C lonl~st tus 
Eucalunus 10ngiceps 
'1hinccilanus nasut,us 
........ ... 
ge<;?yp;,ocera c1au91 
AetidcuB armatu8 
Euaetideus Slesbrecht1 
Aetldeopsi! mul~iserrat~ 
Chirid1uB gracilis 
Euchirella rostrata 
3uchirella 82. 
Euchirella venusta 
~ndeuchaeta Elumosa 
§uchaeta s~. 
?haenna s~lnifera 
Metr-idla luccns 
Pleuromamma abdominalis 
p. xiphias 
PI' 8I'8Cl,l18 
P. robusta 
Centro,Pages bradyi 
~ncicutia flay1.com1s 
.traloQ.t~~ oxycephalus 
Candacla cheirura 
,9ncaca .t:1ed~ terranea 
COASTAL SP~CIES 
Labidocera cerv1 
Oceanic - Coastal spp. 
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~i tta g_a.z~~~ was identifiell. and found to occur in 
cert,ain horizontal and N70 ver"tical hauls 0 Amongst the l1.ori= 
zontal hauls this anlmal was found on 26 Septembel' at 85m; 
17 Novemr)er at 91 and <"l50m; 5 December at 79m; 21 December 
at 90 and 137m, and 24 February at 9im. In addition S. 
gazellae was fOUItd to be present in N70 samples taken on 
other dates at the 1iPermanent Station" o These dates were 
-15 and 26 .June and 2 August '6L~; also 7 January and 18 April 
'65. 
When all these occasions are considered together it may 
be seen with reference to Figo 58 that when So gazellae was 
captured a salinit.y greater than 34 0 65%0 was f'ound above 
150m. Conversely, not all occasions when a sallllity greater 
than 34 0 65%0 was f'ound above 150m were days on which ~ 
gazellae were captured. These events are recorded in Table 
6. 
Thus So gazellae appeared ten times out of' fifteen in 
conjunction with the ar'bi trary salinity limit of' 34- 650/00 
at 150m. other factors which appear to be limiting this 
animal will be considered later. 
(ii) ~ o:e Oceanic Species of Copepoda PreseI±! 
Table 7 lists most of' the oceanic species of Copepoda 
:round at the ilPeI~manent Station ti ~ excluding those that were 
present all the year~ round and those whose identities are not 
certain. One coastal species ~abidocera cervi is included. 
The sum of all instances when oceanic species occlu'red was 
calculated and any occasion when L. cervi was present, sU:b~ 
tracted. These figures are graphed in Fig. 550 
In Fig. 55 t.he fluctuations in the winter number of 
oceanlc Copepoda sIJecies were to l)8 expect;ed although a 
direct connecti.on with the hydrology was not evident except 
on 29 August 164 when a predictable minimUlll occurr'ed. Fj,gs 
16 
1964 
OCEANIC COPEPOD SPECI 
and OCCURRENCE of 
"~.QI'V''''' of 3 Subtropical Convergence Region 
The Seasonal occurrence of' the number 
Copepod species, Calanus tonsue, and 
"Convergence Region lf species at the Kaikoura 
tlpermanent Stationll 
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57 and 58 show the complete coastal nature oi' the water cOl1.l1lUl 
on that datee The period from September '64 to the end of 
January!65 showed smaller fluctuations in the number of 
oceanic Copepod species "but it was expected that the December 
values would have been greater. (See following section, 
(iii)) The decrease in oceanic species present at the end 
of Febr'uary and March ? 65 9 the increase on 4 April and the 
second decI'ease on 18 April and 5 May '65 was in agreement 
with the hydrological data (Figs 57 and 58). 
(iii) Quantitative OccuI'x'ence of' Calanus tonsus 
This species was described by Vervoort (1957) as 
occurring over the whole of the Pacific Ocean and as being 
particularly characteristic of the subantarctic epiplankton. 
He f'ound Co tonsus very ahQTldaLlt in the New Zealand region 
and south of Australia indicating that this COPePod reaches 
maximum nurrlbers in the region of' the SulJtropical Oonvergence 0 
Bary (-195'1) used this species as an indicator of coastal 
water as the prolific ha~us were made in coastal waters, al~ 
though he noted its disappearru1ce when sUbantarctic influence 
was strong. Nevertheless, this Copepod is not restricted to 
anyone environment ~ and it occul"'red at the ilPermanent 
Station" when oceanic influ.ence was particularly strong 0 
Thus ~_s will be considered as an indicator of' oceanic 
water inf'luence. The approximate abundance of' this Copepod 
is indicated on Fig 0 55. The numbex's of the stage V c,opepod-~ 
ites waxed and waned with the summer oceanic water influence 
(shown in Fig. 58)~ while an occasional adult female occurred 
during the preceding months, August and. September. On the 
5 and 21 December ~64 Co tonsus wa.8 found in concentI'ations 
7, <~ -
of' 3140/m.J at 5m and 4425/mJ at 20m respectively. The rela~ 
tively low numbeI's of' oceanic Copepod species occurring in 
December coincided with the tl"emendous concentrations of' 
C. tonsus. It is possible that rarer species of Copepoda 
were excluded by the mimrming ~n~ from the position 
~ 
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OCOJRRENCE of SUBTROPICAL and SUBANTARCTlC SPECIES 
Subantarctic species 
Euchaeta biloba 
Sagitta gazellae 
Euphaus·1Q vallentini 
o Canc\aCia cheirura 
Salpa thompsoni 
Cyllopus magellanicus 
Eucalanus longiceps 
Subtropical 
Subant arct Ic 
Subtropical species 
Ne matoscel i 5 sp. 
Thalia democratica 
Nyctiphanes australis 
Rhynchonerella angelini 
Thysanoessa gregaria 
Pyrosoma atlanticum 
Ihlea magalhanica 
Fig. 56: The occurrence of selected Subantarctic and 
Subtropical animals at the Kaikoura "Permanent 
Station" 
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Species having a subantarctio distl'ibutton were 
EUI2haus~~ vallentinJ:, (Sheard~ '1953); ,Gandacia cheirura and 
and Euchae!~ Qfl~ba (Vervoort~ 1957); Sa~ gaze;~ae 
(David, 19.55); Q;[1.10:Rus mas;ellanicu.§. and Eucalanus J..~~J2£ 
=E. acus (Bary, 1959a); and S~ ~. (Foxton,j96'1) 0 
The occurrence of each of these species is plotted in 
Fig. 56. It lllay be seen that both subtropical and subant-
arctic animals occLlI'red together, and observation not inco11-; 
·sistent with the fact that the IIPermanent Station" was sit-
ua ted in the l"egion of the Subtropical Convergence 0 The 
appearance of all the above species except No australi.s 
depended on the cLegree of oceanic water influence. It is 
particularly evident that occasions when no subtropical and/ 
or subantarctic animals were recorded in Fig. 56 were days 
when some degree of coastal water influence was being exer'tecl. 
. (See Figs 57 and 58) 
The appearance of a peak number of subantarctic species 
on 24 January 165 prompted the investigation of the vertical 
distribution of these species from records of their occurrence 
in horizontal haul samples. When the distribution of three 
sUbantarctic species C£!..-..E:azellae.~ S. thoml2.soni~ and ~Qfl..£;h~ 
rura) \'Vi th depth is considered on the Seasonal Depth Pl~ofile 
of Temperature (:B'ig. 57) it is seen that none of the species 
were recorded at a temperature greater than 11 °c 0 No hori.-
zontal hauls were ta1cen between t·hs depths of 22m and 80m, 
but it is noteworthy that none of the above species were cap-
tured during the horlzontal hauls on 7 January '65 when no 
samples were talcen in water cQ.liler than 'j'l °C. Those species 
considered in Fig. ,56 as subtropIcal ,Iltere discovered at the 
surface during the pertod November to January bu-~ we1"e also 
recorded from the deepest depths sampled. 
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on 24 January t 65 indica tecl that the rise of isotherms on that; 
date must have been 1Jrought about by a vertical movement of' 
water 0 There is no eviclence from the zooplankton that 
similar water movements took place on 21 December ruld April 
'65. The evidence from the occurrence of' E. elongatu~ is 
rejected as this species is not rigidly confined to depths 
greater than 100m. 
CQNCLUSIONS 
An approximate indication of oceanic water influence 
was shown in the number of oceanic Copepod species and the 
occurrence of the three convergence region species. Uninter~ 
rupted oceanic influence was recorded in the appearance of 
C 0 tonsus while oceanic water' of sUbantarctic origin (that 
is, below 11°C) was accompanied by s. gazellae. 
The lIconvergencell nature of' the uPermanent Stationlf was 
shown as both subtropical and sUbantarctic species usually 
appeared together, depending on coastal water influence. 
Not all species captured were tolerant of the whole tempera~ 
ture range found. S. gazellae was one such intolerant species 
which confirmed the fact that subtropical water overlaid sub-
antarctic water during su@ner. 
The OCCUI'rence of P. robusta and H. o:x:yce-eh.alu8 near -the 
surface on two days indicated the possibilities of vertical 
water movements having taken placeQ 
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Certain factor's 'vvere deduced~ with some certainty 9 as 
having exerted a contY'olling influence on the phytopla:nlcton 
population. Evid.ence that the critical low level of mean 
surface radiation~ 0"03 g cal/cm2/mino (Ryther~ 1963)~ was 
not reached at Kaikoura and that the phytoplankton was mixed 
throughout the water column to 200m during July (Fig. 17) 
led to the conclusion that the stability of the water 
colunm was the main" controlling factor in the commencement 
of the spring p1lYtoplankton bloom. Similarly, the stability 
factor contributed, through the shallower depth and the 
lower latitude of Humphrey's (1960) Sydney station, to the 
earlier manii'estation and greater magnitude of the Sydney 
spring phytoplankton bloom. 
The only occasion when the grazing of the zooplankton 
was definitely responsible for a reduction in the phytoplank-
ton biomass was during the period from the begiruling of 
December to the beginning of February, when the Copepod 
Calanus tonsus was present in large numbers. On 21 December 
this species was found at 22m as a bj.omass of 6200 mg/m3 
which is three times gr"eater than the concentration of 1999 
mg/m3 recorded by Sheard (1947) off MacRobertson Land 
(Antarctica) during February 19310 EVen though the numbers 
of Co tonsus had become reduced by 7 January, some lag was 
recorded in the recovery of the phytoplankton population to 
the level that was retained approximately until the stratif-
ica tion of the water column began to break dovm in May '65. 
The complex hydrological situation 9 as it effected in-
creases in the level of nitrate in the upper water layers, 
could have been the factor sustaining the spring phytoplank~ 
ton growth over a period greater t.han the spring bloom at 
Humphrey IS (1960) Sydney station 0 Also 9 the lrwreased con~­
centrations of phytoplankton, compared with Sydney figures 
fr'om January onwards ~ may be attributed to the same cause 
although it is possible that the low level of zooplanldon 
grazing (Fig. 21) also contributecL It was noteworthy that 
although this higher level of phytoplankton was retalned 
af'ter Janual"Y, at no stage was the surface nitl'''a-te reduced 
to the levels f'ound from the end of' Septeniber to the 1)6-
ginning of' December 0 Fl~om this it may De deduced that the 
phytoplanl{ton population could have gro'wn to greater concen~ 
t,rations; but something was preventlng extra growth from 
occurring. A compal"able Si t,ua tion was found, in an area ot""f 
the south-west coast of' Africa~ with supposedly recently 
upwelled water which contained little phytoplankton (Steeman 
IIfielsen and Aabye Jensen 3 1957)" Andersen and Banse (1961) 
considered the problem and concluded tha't the H diff:lcul ty of' 
seeding cool water 9 and the phY2.ical effects of' dilution ot' 
the initial population by newly upwelled water, along with 
vertical instability are signif'icant components0 U 
The invasions of' oceanic ws.ter produced chlorophyll a 
maxima, more often than not, at depths greater than those 
that would have resulted had there been no such invasions, as 
the transparency of the water at the lIPermanent StationH was 
very low. 
Q¥antitative Distribution o~ Zoop1gnkton 
The zooplankton at Kail·wura exh1bi ted c:haracteristicB in 
comlllon with populations f'rom other regions. Amongst those 
animals adequately sampled, all showed that the main period 
of increase dUI'ing one year was linked with the food supply 
of those animals 0 Thus all planl{t.onic groups of' animals ~ ex-
cept the predators (C"tenophora and Chaetognatha), had their 
main or ini:'cial increase during Au.gust and September 9 the 
period of the spr'ing phytoplankton bloOlll" The manner iD. 
whic.h all al1imal groupf3 were most f'requentl;y clistributed "\uith 
depth was in agreement with their feeding habits. 
Some z:ooplanl<;:ton groups were i.nad.equa tely sampled as 
t.heir size and swj_mming ability made it easy for them to avoid 
capture. These groups were the adult Euphausiac.ea and_ 
Amphipoda, and some of' the larger Decapod larvae. other 
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groups had representatives which appeared in sUbstantial 
numbers f'or only part of' the year 9 thus distorting the over"-
all picture; several species of' Salp appeared only in summer' 
wi th the highest temperatures while the Chaetogna tha Sagi tt§.o 
gazellae and the Copepod ~a.l'lus t~ were both record,ed in 
large m:unbers in the more constantly oceanic Ylfater during 
summer. 
The average biomass of' 68mg/m3 reGorded during the 
cour'se of this study at Kailmura wag approximately similar 
to the values O~50mg/m3 (Tranter~ 1962) for subtropical 
oceanic regions. But the "Permanent StationH did not follow 
a pattern of' eontinuous depletion of' nutrients to be expec'f;.;ed 
from oceanic surf'ace waters. The chl,orophyll ~ data also 
suggest that the phytoplanlcton population could have suppor't-
ed a greater concentration of' zooplankton than was present 
during most of' the period studied. Having eliminated the 
ef'f'ect of' two important controlling factors (depth and food) 
the only remai.ning obvious explanation for the sparse z:oo-
planltton population lies in the distL~bed hydrological situa~ 
tion. Another aspect of the annual cycle of zooplankton at 
Kaikoura was the rapid fluctuation in both Diomass~ ffiLd 
numbers of predominant groups (Copepoda and Euphallsiacea) " 
A similar situation was recorded liY Tranter (1962) and he 
suggested tha,t the rapid f'luctua tions indicated a lacl1: of' 
stability in the environment. 
As already shown~ the region of the IIPermanent Station!! 
was invaded by bodies ai' water foreign to that r·egion~ invas~ 
ions of' subtropical (oceanic) water and vert:tcal water move-
ments occurred. There 'W'er8 t,wo vlTays in which the zooplankt.on 
popUlation may have been reduced~ by the introduction of 
animals in'to lUlf'av(),Qra"ble environments so that they a1"e not 
able to reproduce at o:Dti"mal rates 9 if at all ~ and by the 
physical ef'feot of dilution of' the initial population. The 
Copepod species Calanu:;~  appears to be the one animal 
that was not af'f'ected 1W the ctisturbed situation. It is 
assumecl that Co tonsuiS. is par'thenogenteic, since no males 
have ever oeen fOUlld. This species apparently finds the 
characteristics 01' the neap~shore environment. f'av01._u'able f'ol" 
oreeding to swarm proportions. 
Chemical COl~w.osi tion gL1Q.e_ Zooplarlkton 
Th K "k 1~~1 t d <:>'- d b er! Organic Matter .. e al., ~oura P i;;.W.li{" on as eI ll1e Y 10 --Dry Weight;'~ 
was 1'ound t,Q be typical of' slope water and distinct f'rom wel1~ 
fed coastal planl{t;on and Sargasso Sea plankton as character-
ised by Riley et a1 (1949). It was shown that the presenee 
of' Balps in the water did not indicate a great increase in 
organic matter content of the plankt;on as might be suggested 
by the wet weight alone 0 
Ex-pected seasonal dlfferences in the organic matter com-
position of' the plankton in general were detected in the 
%' Organic Matter content of' the total nlaru;:ton catch minus 
o Dry Weight .. k-" 
Salps and Euphausiacea. The greatest values were obtained 
during spring and slumner indicating the condition put on by 
most animals when the f'ood supply was good. 
The % Q£~a~i~ l~a~~~e:£, of' the Euphausiacea Vias interpreted 
t e . elg 1 
as showing a 1a"(,i tUdinal ef'f'ect on the storage of :rat ~ thus 
indicating that Elxflhausids had been intr'oriuced to the 
Kaikoura region f':t'om f'ul"ther' north. This conclusi,on we,S 
reached f'rom evidence in Riley and Gorgy ('1948) and Sheard ~ s 
o1JservatJ_ons in Thompson (1942) that in the south~east 
Australian l"'egion there appeared to be an increase f30uthwaI"cls 
in the oil content of' certain Copepoda and Euphausiacea 
species. Also~ the three occasions (April to May~ and June 
~ 64? ancl ,Janu,ary t.o April ! 65) when the %orW:~i~e~:~~e~ 
was l)elow 10% vlI'ere nearly all instances when suotropical 
-~'lfater was influencing the liPermanent Station!'. 
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antaI'ctic species, §.agi t1§:. ~zellae, was captured only on 
those occasions when a salinity of 3Ljo" 65 0 /00 was found above 
150m. and in water coole1' than 11 °C. It was not possible to 
define the limits of other species for as far as could be 
ascertained all had a fairly wide tolerance of concH tions 
recordecl at the "Permanent Station". 
It is fairly cer'tain that v61'tical water movement:::, took 
place in summer as well as winter. The appearance of 
Pl~:!lpomamma robusta (usually found below 200m) at 22m and 
HalQ£.tilus ~ce}2halus (usually found below °100m) at 5m on 
26 Jillle '64 and 24 January '65 respectively and the surface 
characteristics of" the subsurface plankton on 12 March 165 
complement the hydrological data. 
During the year of this study~ shoals of' Kahawai 
(Arripis trutta) disappeared almost completely from the 
Kaikoura region from the beginning of January to the end of 
March 1965. This situation appears to have been unusual on 
the evidence of local fishermen, ~~d was certainly different 
f'rom the year 'before when Stonehouse (1965) recorded shoals 
of' f'ish off' Kailwura all through summer. The disappearance 
and reappearance of' adult Euphausiacea 1"rom the plankton 
collections tied in with movements of the Kahawai in the 
1965 summer. Thus the dependence of the Kahawa:1. on the 
Euphausiacea f'or fOl)d is demonstrat'ed. 'I'he Euphausiacea ~ 
al though strong swimmers, are inf'luel1.ced bY' the same hydro-
logical disturbances that af'f'ected the Copepoda since the 
Euphausiacea depend f'or a greater part of' their f'oad on the 
f'aecal pellets of' the Copepoda. 
On the preeedj.ng evidence it is obvious that the f'luc~· 
tuati.ng environmental disturbances af'f'eeted, to varying 
degrees, the appearance of Kahawai shoals through their 
ultimate reliance on the plaIl.1don, as f'ood. This conclusion 
would be very important to any pelagic fishery planned for 
the Kailcoura region" 
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APPENDIX I 
~toplankto~.Diversity and Successio~ 
Methods 
Vifhen the extinction of Phytoplankton pigments in acetone 
o 
was measured (page 18) a measurement at 4300 A was added to 
enable the quotient D430/D665 to be calculated as used by 
Margalef' ('1 962) • 
Introduction 
When a small sample is taken from an animal population 
there al"'e two extreme si t,uations which may be observed: 
1) all the individuals are of the same species, or 
2) every individual belongs to a different species. 
The wide range of' diversity possibilities that lie between 
these two limits is best expressed as a Itdiversity index". 
For example: d = S = 1 
10geN 
where S = number of species and N = number of individuals. 
= 1 1 N,! 
N og N IN iN iN T __ _ a' b O CO dO 
where N , Nk~ N 9 -~, N 
a u c 
are the numbers of species a,b,c,--; 
and N is the total number of individualse 
d and En are the diversity indices (Margalef, 1960). 
Margalef (1958) has shown that the diversity index in-
creases with the state of successiono He summarised the 
general pattern of phytoplanl{ton succession into three stageso 
The first stage has small-celled diatoms with a high rate of 
potential increase. This stage has a high production:total 
biomass ratio and low diversity. The second stage has a 
mixed community with bigger' cells ~ a lower rate of increase, 
and higher diversity. stage three has a dominance of free-
swi~ning species, mainly dinoflagellates, with a low poten-
tial rate of increase, a low productio~~total biomass ratio~ 
and the greatest diversity. 
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of at thE.' 
• J)lJ;3_Q Fig. 59: Seasonal Depth Profiles of Quot~ent DbbS' chlorophyll 
a and Density at at the Kaikoura npermanent Stationll~ 
196LL-6'1 
EASONAL DEPTH PROFI LE at CasteUon 
<4 4-7 
7-4 
Chlorophyll a (mg/m3 ) and Density ( if t ) 
0-1 ~::] >0·1 mg 1m3 chlorophyll a 
Seasonal Depth Profiles of Quotient ~gi~? chlorophyll 
a at at Cast.ellon (Mediterranean) 1962 
Sub 
between the 
as the lip 
creased when 
(1961) showed a correlation 
and D~iO which he 
D 5 
sity quotientiio This quotient 
phytoplankton community diversity 
accompanied by a decrease in production:total biomass, 
with t nutrients. 
The diversity quotient" was calculated as a 
seasonal 
compared 
for Kaikoura (Fig. 59) and be 
figures from margalef (1961)(Fig. 60). 
The profiles are remarkably similar in pat 
differing only the duration of certain pigment diversity 
values. when this pattern is considered ion to 
the dens (at) profile (Figs 59 and 60) it may be seen 
that s 
stages of 
the quotient 
ratios were obtained at 
at cycle. For example, the highest values of 
in the Mediterranean occurred the 
thermocline was well developed and the concentration 
nutrients was Whereas at Kaikoura the of 
~ occurred at the end of the winter when \vas a high 
D5b5 
concentration of nutrients and the water column strat-
iried. 
is worth noting that at both these instances dino-
rlagellates were present; Peridinium s~, sp.~ 
SPa were present in the Mediterranean and 
and ~eridinium sp_ were at Kaikoura. 
~~~~ ~~~ was particularly abundant 'Kaikoura on 
be 
s presence caused the 
red-brown. 
phytoplankton to 
in general are able to at lower 
nutrient levels than diatoms (Raymont 1963), hence their 
occurrence the Iiiedi terranean, but there is evidence 
(Braarud in Raymont '1963) that. and Peridinium sp. 
89 
x'eproduce more quickly at lowered sal would ex-
plain the situatione 
The 
must have 
production: 
that 
be expected 
highest 
that a 
would not 
correct 
related to 
rather 
increase in dinoflagellates Kaikoura 
a higher rate of production (iQe a greater 
biomass ratio) than the of winter 
Therefore, from Margalef's work, it would 
that diversity index was But the 
~i~% were found a"1; this • So seems 
between ~~~g and the diversity index 
found at Kaikoura. If the above supposition is 
pigment diversity quotient seems to be 
increase and decrease dinoflagellates 
phytoplankton diversity in the Kaikoura region. 
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APPENDIX II 
Salinity, Tempe~('a ture, Densi ty" ~ Chlorophyll l!, Pigment 
Di versi ty Quotien't and Nitrate f'oU!ld at the "Permanent 
Station" 1964~65 
Sal. Tempo at Ca D430 N02-N03 Depth DATE 
0 
°c g/L mg/m3 D665 pg at/I.., /00 ill 
1964 60 4li~ 140iv 34°43 1 '-Jo 0 3 25·70 1 0 21 3°6 0 
34°49 13·6 25° 89" l' 50 3 0 8 5°8 
,~ 
10 
26-13 
.,~ 
34·63 '13 0 0 0-57 5·0 13' 8" 25 
3)-\.- 63 12°3 26'27 0028 6°5 15· 9 *' 50 
34067 1200 26'33 0°47 5"3 19 0 1* 75 
... 
34076 11 0 8 26-46 0020 9°0 14- 8"- 100 
30· iv 34-63 13° 3 27°07 0° 61 4°3 14- 8* 0 
3L~' 74 13°3 26·15 0°46 5°5 17°5 *' 25 
34·79 '12· 9 26 027 0'42 4'4 
=1( 
17°5 50 
... 
34°76 12 0 8 26 0 26 0°39 3·3 19'0'" 100 
34'78 5·1 22·3 * 200 
'" 
. 16· v 34· 29 12' 6 25°94 0 0 87 
.... 
4°2 12· 7 0 
12" 6 * 34' 29 25°94 0'49 4°3 12' 2 10 
26'08 0·38 * 34°54 "12° 9 5·0 12' 7 25 
34°65 26 016 0°38 
~~ 
12' 9 5-0 13·2 50 
34·63 26-11 6'5 
): 
'13° 1 0°39 120 2 75 
34·83 13" '1 26·26 0°42 4-4 1302* 125 
34°76 0° 19 6·8 14° 8 * 200 
1- vi 34·33 1'1 ° 2 26'23 1 ° 05 5'5 13° 0 
~~ 0 
34· 51 11 0 5 26°32 0·83 4°0 10·6 * '10 
34'52 11 ° 3 26·37 0·77 6· '1 11 0 6* 25 
34'56 1 1 . 1 26-43 o· 51 4'5 19°3 
~): 
50 
.... 
34'56 11'0 26°45 0 0 45 5' 1, 22 0 8'" 75 
34-56 10·8 26-49 o· 5"1 5·6 19' 3 * '125 
34°60 0 0 26 802 20·i~ 200 
15° vi 34'56 10-5 26 054 0'42 8-5 17" 9:r. 0 
* Unreliable results 
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1964 %0 °c g!L mg/m
3 ~ D 65 m 
15'vi 10"5 26-56 0°44 L~- 5 10 
61 '10° 5 26°59 0°35 6"5 17° 
61 10·5 26 0 59 0'42 5'2 17° 50 
67 10°5 26 0 63 0'36 6·1 15° 75 
10°3 26-63 o· "19 6·7 00* 125 
61 0' 26 7'0 200 
26· Vi "11 00 26'32 0'47 9°2 13°3 0 
1 '1 0 6 26°31 0°50 5°6 1 0 10 
·61 12- 2 26 0 27 0°44 6'9 13°3 
1 6 26-39 0'37 5-2 15° 5 50 
12 0 5 26 0 29 0'26 5-1 18'3 75 
69 10°7 26 0 42 0'13 7'5 19·7 125 
. 6-1 0° 17 6'0 26'8 200 
12· 9°2 26°48 1 0 6· 1 13-2 0 
"43 9°9 26 9 55 o· .53 9°3 11" 7 10 
10·2 26"56 Q. 10· 1 13·0 25 
58 10 0 2 26·61 0·68 11·8 11·7 50 
10·2 26 0 59 0·65 16·1 11·7 75 
61 10 0 2 26 0 62 0°75 15° 1 13° 0 12:5 
0-80 '3 15· .6 200 
2'vi o 8~~ 9°0 26 0 23 0·95 4°8 6'0 0 
·49 J! O. 2 26·53 1·15 4"7 9 -1 10 
34· 69 10°4 26·65 o· 61 6'2 12' 2 25 
67 10 0 5 26,63 0°47 7·1 11 ° 0 50 
69 10' 1 26°71 0"44 7-7 12°9 75 
061 9'7 26°73 o· 27 8-2 12· 9 125 
0 0 62 7'9 14° 1 200 
16·viii 18 9·4 26·44 0·82 4'7 4·8 0 
34° 9·8 26°48 "1 • 11 4" 6 2°7 10 
~~O 908 26°54 O· 9L~ 4· 6 7 25 
9·9 26'56 0·98 5°0 2°5 50 
10·6 26· 51 0·87 4°9 3'7 75 
60 10,,6 26-55 0·66 1 4·3 125 
* results 
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1964 %0 °c g/L mg/m
3 ~ D 5 pg at/L m 
16 0 viii 3L~0 72 0 0 41 7-2 9-2 200 
29° viii 34°07 9 - -1 26°40 1 ° 72 4'7 2 0 0 0 
34·36 9°2 26 040 1 ° 21 4°8 3°3 75 
3t~0 40 9°2 26 0 63 1 ° 21 4°8 3'4 125 
34'47 0°93 5°0 6 0 0 200 
13° ix 34. 0 07 9°9 26 0 27 3° 18 3°5 0 0 6 0 
34°25 9°8 26°42 4-45 3°8 2·2 10 
34°38 9·8 26 0 53 2 ° 11 4°0 3°5 25 
34°54 9°8 26 0 65 0°97 4'2 60 2 50 
34 0 63 10·0 26·69 0°47 6 0 1 6 0 6 75 
34°63 10 0 0 26-69 0 0 66 5-9 7' 1 125 
34'63 0°29 9°2 10° 0 200 
26-ix 34°29 11 ° 1 26· 22 1 ° 88 4·6 0-3 0 
34"54 11 ° 1 26°42 3°98 3°5 0-3 10 
34°56 10° 9 26 0 47 3 0 62 3°9 0·5 25 
34°87 11 ° 7 26 0 56 1 ° 49 3°8 6·6 50 
34 0 76 10°9 26 0 61 0°99 4°5 8°7 75 
34°67 10° 9 26 0 56 0°40 5°8 9°3 125 
34·65 0°37 7°9 9°9 200 
11 • x 34° 23 10° 9 26 0 22 2 0 66 4-2 0°3 0 
34°25 10°7 26 0 26 3°06 4°2 0·5 10 
34°34 10 0 6 26 0 36 2°44 4-3 0·6 25 
34· 34 10°5 26°38 1 ° 89 4-4 0·8 50 
34°38 10°4 26·42 2-08 4·3 0·8 75 
34-63 9°8 26·72 0°47 3°7 8' 1 125 
34·65 0°29 5·0 10 0 2 200 
29·x 34'25 13° 0 25°83 1 0 17 4-7 0°5 0 
34°47 11 ° 9 26·22 1 ° 51 4° 1 0·9 10 
34° 51 11 ·6 26·30 0°77 6-2: 0·5 25 
34·61 1 1 ° 1 26'48 0°45 8·2 2°4 50 
34-65 1 1 . 1 26-50 0°71 6 Q 1 2'4 75 
34°67 10· 6 26- 61 0°36 5°8 6°0 125 
34·69 0 0 22 7°4 9°2 200 
17 0 xi 34°52 13° 0 26 0 04 1 °13 5°3 0° 1 0 
93 
1964 %0 °c g/L mg/m
3 ~ D 5 pg at/L ill 
17'xi 34°52- 12°9 26 0 06 1 0 69 4° 1 0° 1 -10 
34°58 12°7 26 0 15 1 ° 7"1 4°2 0'1 25 
3L~ ° 72 '11 "4 26 0 50 0°52 5°6 2·8 50 
34°63 11 ° 1 26°49 o· 24 8'9 3·8 75 
34°69 10 0 6 26 0 62 0·26 6-2 6-9 125 
34·69 0-23 5·6 8°9 200 
5·xii 34'56 13°9 25°88 l' 32 5°0 0°5 0 
34 0 6"1 12"8 26-16 0-95 4·2 0·2 10 
34°67 12' 2 26'31 l' 53 4°3 0·6 25 
34 0 69 11·5 26 0 46 0·62 4-5 1 ·7 50 
340 69 10·8 26·58 0-36 3-9 5,8 75 
34-67 10°5 26-63 0-19 5-7 8·8 125 
34'70 0-27 5·0 9°7 200 
21·xii 34° 51 15,6 25°48 1 -06 6'3 0'2 0 
34°56 1"1 . 7 26'32 0·84 5'5 3'1 10 
34' 58 11 . 5 26'38 0-52 6'5 3-8 25 
34°60 10'9 26'50 0 0 24 8°0 5-0 50 
34-67 10- 8 26'57 0-17 9°0 7-4 75 
34°67 1:0° 7 26 0 59 0°33 3°7 7-5 125 
34°69 0-52 2°7 7°3 200 
1965 
7'i 34°54 "17 0 9 24°97 0°29 7°2 0'1 0 
34 0 54 "16 0 0 25 0 42 o· 91 4°5 0'1 10 
34°58 15° 0 25°67 0 0 66 4°7 1 0 1 25 
34·67 12° 4 26 0 27 0·69 4°7 5·0 50 
34-69 12 0 0 26·36 0-43 5'0 5°1 75 
34·67 1 1 ° 1 26°52 0° 13 7°5 11 ° 1 125 
34°67 o· 13 7°0 12· 9 200 
24'i 34°63 16 0 0 25'48 0 0 94 4'9 1 ·1 0 
34°61 15- 7 25° 54 0°98 5-0 1 ~ 3 10 
34 0 63 13- 9 25° 94 1 ° 15 4°6 2-5 25 
34 0 63 120 8 26 0 17 0°77 4-9 5°9 50 
34·69 11 ° 1 26·53 0°32 6 ·l~. 11 ° 4 75 
34 0 69 10' 8 26 0 58 0·25 6·0 -12 ° 7 125 
94 
1965 0/00 °c g/L mg/m
3 pg ill 
24'i 34°70 0"26 12' 2 200 
24·ii 34-34 16·4 25' 17 1- 32 8-3 0·8 0 
34·40 15°3 25·46 l' 85 6-7 1 -2 10 
34·49 14- 6 25 6 68 1'14 4-1 2-5 
13·7 25- 94 0·49 5-8 9 50 
34· 12· 6 26· 21 0·19 9-4 9°6 
34·69 11·7 26·42 0'27 6-0 13-0 1 
34· 0° 17 6·4 13° 3 200 
12- i ° 1 -1 15'9 25-11 1 0 82 4·4 1 . 1 0 
34'16 15- 7 25°19 1 0 17 4'4 2°5 10 
34· 14' 8 25°56 o· 91 4~6 4'0 25 
43 14° 3 25°70 o· 51 5'0 5·4 50 
-45 13'9 25,80 0'26 6·8 5-9 75 
·49 12' 9 26'03 o· 27 5-3 10'5 125 
o· 18 5·8 15" 3 200 
4' iv 40 14-4 25'66 0°78 4 0 6 0-2 0 
34°42 14°3 25·68 0'70 5·3 0·2 10 
34'43 13- 9 25-79 1" 62 4'3 0·2 25 
34-45 12 0 6 26"06 0-63 5'1 11'7 50 
34-47 12·2 26'16 0-35 6'5 11·7 
34-52 1 '1 ° 3 26 0 37 0-26 5'0 13'5 125 
52 0-15 5 0 0 15·6 200 
18'iv ·26 14·8 24·65 0-55 4-4 1" 3 0 
34'27 14'4 25'54 0°58 5·0 3 9 8 10 
34-34 13-9 25·70 1·39 4'0 2'3 25 
34·43 12- 8 26·01 0,65 5·0 9°3 50 
34·47 12'1 26·18 0'18 6'4 11·8 75 
34'49 11' 7 26·26 o· 4-7 13' 5 125 
34'52 0'17 6·0 13 6 8 200 
5'v 34° 02 13·1 25·64 0·50 5-7 2·8 0 
34-09 13·1 25'68 0·58 7"1 3- 1 10 
34'11 13·0 25-72 o· 5'9 6·6 25 
34°42 '12° 8 25°99 0 0 5'2 9-3 50 
34-42 12· 7 26·01 o· 6 7 8-0 75 
34"42 12°5 26·05 o· 6-0 9-0 125 
34·49 o· 6·2 10'4 200 
APPENDIX III 95 
RADIATION, SEeCHI DISC READINGS 
IIGROSS lI PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
Surface "Gross" chi Disc 
Radiation Production Readings 
g Cal/cm2/day g C/m2/day m 
1964 
14- iv 2,09 0·25 
30 0 iv 231 0·10 
16· v 183 0·15 
1, vi 174 0-22 
15- vi 156 0'10 
26-vi 070 0·09 
12 i 049 0·10 
2'viii 129 0~24 
16·viii 277 0·28 6·0 
29" i 32,0 0-48 6·7 
13· 247 0·89 5-3 
26'ix 355 0·80 6'3 
11 • x 454 l' 05 5'5 
29-x 625 0-55 4-3 
17- 667 0·75 7-0 
5- i 606 0·65 9-0 
21 . i 561 O' 6·0 
1965 
7'i 345 o· 12' 0 
24-i 458 0·49 9-0 
24- 221 0-38 5-5 
12- iii 209 O· 31 4-0 
4'iv 230 O' 61 13·5 
18'iv 230 0·09 5 9 5 
5'v 220 0-09 3-0 
APPENDIX TV 96 
WEIGHTS OF ZOOPLANKTON GAPTURED'IN QUANTITATIVE 
OBLIQUE HAULS FROM 200m 
Wet Wt. Dry Wt. % O:rganic Matter 
mg/m3 mg/m3 Dry Weight 
1964 
14- iv 55-4 6·68 ' 96-7 
15- 9 1· 27 64'2 
30'iv 1,3;2'4 9-98 68'5 
94·2 9"37 72-3 
16-v PI. 20-6 2'96 75"4 
Euphausids 14·5 O' 32- 2 
s 17 8 9 0·95 33-3 
1'vi PI. 52-1 7·85 72-4 
Euphausids 26-1 4"36 87'5 
15- vi PI. 11-9 l' 52 56-1 
Euphausids 19° 9 2 0 36 74'8 
26-vi PI, 10·9 
12'vii PI. 102-2 7'94 75'8 
Euphausids 26'1 3-68 85'2 
2'viii General PI. 10-3 1 • 44- 84-2 
16· viii General PI. 41°3 5-13 82-6 
ids 11·7 l' 97 89-5 
29'viii Gene:ral 81-5 10-74 83-4 
Euphausids 3·5 
13-ix PI. 64-7 8-65 82' 8 
26'ix PI. 56-8 9-60 86'2 
Euphausids 5'2 
11· x PI. 162- 5 15' 00 83·5 
29'x PI. 167-5 21·98 86'9 
17·xi PI. 31'2 4·60 86-2 
17·9 2-44 87-4 
5- i 104"4 14- 01 91 ·6 
9' 1 1·06 88'7 
21-xii 392-0 67'50 95-8 
1965 
Euphausids 11 ·1 1 '30 93·2 
7-i General PI. 30-7 5'40 90-0 
Euphausids 10-6 1 • 68 85-0 
24-i General PI .. 13-4 2-75 63-0 
Euphausids 5'7 0-62 64-8 
567-0 28·20 85-4 
24- i1 50·0 8'38 84'5 
4-6 o 34 57'9 
12- 111 52-6 6-33 79-7 
6 9 9 O' 81 76'1 
4· iv 74-8 11'09 85-0 
51'5 3-98 80·7 
18'iv 69'5 8-54 82- 7 
38-7 l' 78 68-4 
5-v 44-4 7'31 82'4 
Euphausids t~·~ ." t' "i)' 
. .:.~, ,{f"" Y 3'04 83-9 
~ 't'" 11' "F~ 
